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Carter's salary piles up?

Read the new A&E
'Chicago Finds '
Back Page

Survey releases top Columbia
officials' salary for past tax year
0 College pays for two
presidents during 1999-2000

DeSalle confirmed.
At the same time, outgoing president John
B. Duff continued to receive salary and benefits past his July 31, 2000 retirement date
through the end of the year. Duff earned
By Jill Helmer
$203,869 with benefits totaling $143.827
until Dec. 3 1, 2000, according to the
Assistant Editor
Chronicle of Higher Education.
Both Carter's and Duff's salaries paled in
Although Columbia didn't make the list of comparison to other college and university
the top 10 colleges and universities that have presidents across the nation.
the highest paid presidents, as it has repeatedThe Chronicle of Higher Education, which
ly in years past, it did have two presidents on classifies universities in accordance with the
its payroll for the 1999-2000 school year, Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of
according to a report in the Chronicle of Teaching, ranks Columbia among the
Higher Education.
Master's Uni versities and Colleges. even
Incoming president Warrick L. Carter was though it also serves undergraduate students.
put on the college's payroll on June 1, 2000, The
Chronicle of Higher Education compiles
according to Mike DeSalle, vice president of a yearly national survey based on 990 tax
fi nance at Columbia. For the seven months he forms fi led by not-for-profit organizations.
worked at Columbia in 2000, Carter earned
After Duff and Carter. the next highest-paid
$145,833 with a benefits package of$42,292, Columbia admi nistrator for the 1999-2000
the Chronicle of Higher Education reported.
Carter's yearly salary totals about $250,000,
See Salary, page 2
and his annual benefits are about $72,500,
Adrian 5. BurrowsJChronide

Art collectors bid on one of the 16 Y(Orks o.f faculty art for sale during the
Nov. 211ve auctiori In Columbia's"f104 S. Wabasli'Ave. building.

Art auction raises money
for student scholarships

Pay and Benefits 1999-2000
Officer
John B. Duff, former presi~7nt

98-99
pay
$226,Q82

.Wairick Carter, 'presiqent

:.:....

0 Auction delayed
because of Sept. 11
attacks falls short of
1997 high-water mark
By Shadia S. Hernandez
Staff Writer
Altruism paid off at th e
Co lumbia Art Auction, which
raised about $75,000. Faculty,
staff trustees and alumni donated
the artwork. The funds will be
equally distributed to sc holarship
and fe llowship funds in the Art
and Design, Interdisciplinary Arts
and Photography departments, as
well as to the President's Club
Scholarship Endowment Fund.
Originally scheduled for Sept.
II , the art auction took place on
Nov. 2. The event attracted art
collectors from all over the city.
More than 400 people gathered on
the second floor of the II 04 S.
Wabash Ave. building. Art was a
ubiquitous part of the scenery and
it accentuated the ambiance of the
room. The event's waitstaff distributed wine glasses, seltzer
water and hors d'oeuvres.
Columbia
faculty such as
President Warrick L. Carter,
trustees, and faculty who di splayed their art were there to mingle with the guests.
"We wanted to showcase
Columbia to another audience, to
another community, which we
did," said Marcia Lazar, chair of
President's
Club
Executive
Council and the driving force
behind the faculty art auction.
" We brought people in here
tonight who did not know any-

thing about our school."
The President's Club is comprised of major individual and
corporate donors to the college
and acts as a feeder fu nd to the
more than 60 scholarship and fellowship funds Co l.umbia offers to
students.
Lazar explained that there are
three purposes in doing the art
auction: "to raise money, to show
the scope and the excellence of
Columbia arti sts and to have a
good time. "
The silent auction began at 6
p.m. Clipboards were placed next
to the 84 pieces of art so that
guests could submit their bids.
The minimum bids for artwork
ranged from under $ 100 to $2,000.
The artists determined the bidding
price acco rding to fa ir market
value. Works included paintings,
drawings, beach-glass jewelry,
photography, cartoon comics, pottery and sculptures in an array of
colors and shapes. Last ca ll for
final bids wrapped up at about 8
p.m.
The live auction started at 8 p.m.
A bout 200 people browsed the 16
pieces of art lining the walls.
President Carter commenced the
beginning of the live auction with
a speech acknow !edging all the
contributors to the evening's
event.
" We had originally scheduled for
the lith of September but because
of the tragedy we had to move the
date," Carter said. "As a country
we begin to move back, and as
part of that journey we must take
time to celebrate all the wonderful
things that happen to us in life,
and one of the ways to that jour-

See Allctioft, page 3

99-2000
pay
$203,869

99-2000
benefits

$145,833

$42,292

$143,827

Carter was put on the college's payroll in June 2000 and assumed office in August 2000

Samuel A. Floyd, provost

$152,767

$219,379

Zafra Lerman, professor, science

$181,553

$192,134

$52,419

Albert C. Gall, executive VP

$149,067

$149,067

$43,230

R. Michael DeSalle, VP, finance

$138,266

$138,266

$40,Q97

Philip J. Klukoff, associate VP,
continuing education

$141,782

$143,371

$33,626

$53, 179

Columbia College Chicago
Revenues: $97-million 'l '
Expenses: $88-million ~
Carnegie classi fication: fv1aster's Colleges and Universities I and II
Source: Chronicle ofHig!ier Education

Third annual creative nonfiction
week features plethora of writers
0 Three departments sponsor
series of readings , panel
discussions and book signings
By Melanie Masserant
Assistant A&E Editor
Creative nonfiction is a broadly defined
genre of writing that enticingly presents factual material by utilizing the tools of fiction
writing. Writers such as Tom Wolfe and
Hunter S. Thompson are a couple of writers
who pioneered this Iiterary style.
However, there has been an ongoing debate
about the legitimacy in shaping truths in this
form of writing that has beckoned the Fiction
Writing, Journalism and English departments
to feature the week-long event, "Shaping
Truths: Creative Nonfiction Writers at Work."
The debate also concerns whether narrative
techniques should take priority over the
straightforward presentation of facts.
"When the writer presents it [creative non-

fiction] one way and contradicts that what
they do. it's a trick on a reader that isn't justified," sa id Randy Albers, chair of the Fiction
Writing department. "On the other hand, I
value imagination and the telling of factual
information highly. I think creati ve approaches to telling thi s material are more engaging
and readable. I think the boundaries between
fiction and nonfiction are relatively fluid, and
it's a matter of conveying what the contact
with the reader is."
The intent of Creative Nonfiction Week is to
expose students to an array of professional
writers whose writing is as diverse as the
genre itself. It will also showcase faculty and
students
from
Columbia's
Creative
Nonfiction Writing program in a series of
readings, panel discussions and book signings.
Louise Kiernan, the lead writer for the
Chicago Tribune's 200 l Pulitzer Prize-winning piece in explanatory journalism,

See Nonfiction, page 3

Nguzo (Left) freestyles
to the beat of a bongo
circle last Tuesday in

International students to
celebrate education week

the Hokin Annex.
The drum circle event
takes place in the
Hokin Annex. The

The Office of International Student Affairs is joining the
rest of the nation's institutions of higher learning in celebrating the 2001 U.S. International Education Week,
which runs from Nov. 12-17 . This year's theme for the
events is "Understanding the World Around Us.·
Events planned through the week include:
"My Favorite Eth nic Video" features unseen works of art
and takes place on Tuesday, Nov. 13, from 4:30 until 7
p.m. at 623 S. Wabash Ave., room 311 .
On Wednesday, Nov. 14, from 4:30 until 6 p.m ., international students will meet with Mark Kelly, acting vice
president of student affairs, in room 1313, 600 S.
Michigan Ave.
"Understanding Teaching and Learning Styles at
Columbia," which will allow international students to
express their feelings about college instructors. will take
place on Thursday, Nov. 15, from 3:30 until 5 p.m. at 623
S. Wabash Ave ., room 311 .
"Show Me Your Neighborhood Day" will be held on
Friday, Nov. 16. from 3:30 until 5 p.m. at Printers Row
Neighborhood, facilitated by Residence Center students.
"How to Build Links to Ethnic Chicago," features Ben
Oluwale, president of the Nigerian Alliance Association as
a speaker and will be on Saturday, Nov. 17, from 10:30
a.m. until 2 p.m. at 623 S. Wabash Ave., room 311 .

College community welcomed
to enroll for a tour to Spain
A tour to Spain-"Everything Under The Sun"-sopen
to the college community as well as to family and friends,
will take place from Jan. 21 trough Jan. 28, 2002.
Anyone interested in experiencing Madrid and
Barcelona through various art museums, cultural and historic sites, and entertainment venues is welcome to
enroll.
Tour costs are based on number of participants and start
from $ 1,425 to $1 ,550. N r transportation is included in
the tour cost.
The tour will be led Dennis Brozynski, Dianne
Erpenbach and RosaAnna Mueller. For more information. call Dianne Erpenbach at (312) 344-7651 .

Panel discussion to be held
Columbia's Office of Community Arts Partnership
will present "Action Through Media Arts : Youth
Speaki ng Louder than Words," a panel discussion
m ode rated by Laura Washington , editor and publ isher
of the Chicago Reporter on Friday, Nov. 16 . from 5
until 6 p.m. The discussion is part of the "Connective
Options" exhibit at Columbia 's Hokin Gallery, 623 S.
Wabash Ave. A reception will be held prior to the panel
discussion, from 4 :30 until 5 p.m.
The exhibit will run through Nov. 28. Gallery hours
are Monday through Thursday, 9 a.m . to 7 p.m. and
Fnday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturday viewi ngs are by
appo1ntment only. For more information, call (312 )
344-8862.

Book and Paper to feature art
The Center for Book and Paper Arts on the second
floor of 1104 S. Wabash Ave., will open its doors for three
exh1b1ts in one night, on Friday, Nov 16, from 5 p.m. to
7p.m.
"The Ontological Library," an installation of sculpture
by Romlld Leax, is a large work that w1ll feature books
that rust, grow strange crystals and become something
else aijogether. "Fragments and Alterations" is an mstaltaiJon of monotypes and drawings by Elizabeth Ockwell.
It 15 a body of work that uses print1ng , drawing and collage to evoke landscapes , animals and build1ngs that
represent th1ngs one once loved and forgotten "The
Postcard Art Competition/Exhibit 2001 " Is the third of
shows that w 111 be featured that evemng.
The exh1brt1on IS scheduled to run from Nov. 16 through
Dec 21 Gallery hours are Monday through Fnday, 10
am to 5 p m., Saturday, 11 a.m. to 3 p m For more
Information. call (312 ) 344-6830.

If you have an upc oming e vent or
announcement, p lease ca ll
th · Chronicle~5 news d esk

at (312) 344-7255.

first Tuesday of each
month students are
invited to bring in
their instruments and
express themselves
through rhythm and

Salary
Continued from Front Page
year was Samuel A . Floyd, who earned $219,379nearly a 43 percent increase from his salary of the previous year. Floyd received the largest salary increase of
any administrator, after temporarily being named the
college's provost and vice president of academic
affairs. Previously, he was the director of the Center for
Black Music Research, a role which he returned to this
school year.
Following Floyd is Zafra Lerman, head of the college's Institute for Science Education and Science
Communication, who earned $I92,I34 w hile receiving
a little over $52,000 in benefits. Lerman received a
$10,000 increase in pay from the previous year.
Unlike Floyd and Lerman, many admi nistrators had
no change in salary from the I 998-1999 to the 19992000 year.
Executive Vice President Bert Gall 's salary was
frozen at $ 149,067, with benefits of $43,230.

DeSalle received $138,266 and benefits totaling
$40,097.
Phillip J. Klukoff, associate vice president o f
Columbia's continuing education division, received a
one percent increase in salary, earning $143,371 with
benefits o f $33,626.
Priorto the 1999-2000 year, Duff had shown up on a
list of the nation's highest paid presidents at private
institutions that was compiled by the Chronicle of

Higher Education.
According to IRS rules, colleges need to report the
compensation, benefits and expenses, for their five
highest paid em pl oyees.
Compensation includes
salaries, bonuses, and severance payments. Benefits
and expenses include med ical and insurance plans,
retirement funds, and housing and car allowances.

- Ryan Adair contributed to this report

Counseling Services Office provides help to students
struggling with academic and emotional problems
0
Office to give monthly seminars on
psychological issues facing Columbia
stud~nts

By Julie Shamon
Staff Writer
Gloomy mornings begin to reflect your emotions and
you become teary-eyed when search ing for the motivation to turn off the alarm clock and start the day.
Suddenly devoid of energy, you find yourse lf ly ing
awake, staring at the ce iling feebly, filled with apathy.
You're he lpless to spring out of bed and hope less w hen
emotions overwhelm your abilities.
According to the National Foundation for Depress ive
Illness, changes i n thinking may interfere with your
normal everyday acti vities, resu lting in n loss of concent ration, pessimism and low sel f-esteem. Also
noticeable is an altered mood that generates melancholy fee lings m aking y ou feel overwhelmed nnd
fatigued. You may begin spending more hours asleep
or sleepless.
Realizing that you nrc clinically depressed requires a
screening from a pro fessional. T hat's where
Columbia's Counsel ins Serv ices, u division of Student
Afl'airs rnil(ht help. 'f'wo profcss ionnl licensed therapists, MursT1a Morris und Tuunyu Woods work there to
help students fulllll their ncudcmic souls despite emo·
tiona I roadblocks they stumble upon.
"Our airn Is to rnnko sure thut we help students hnvo
the lcMtumount of dlstructlons possible while they tryIng to continue their cducutlon,' Woods snld.
T hough some people feel too cmburrl\llscd or nshumcd
to • eek help, "We nil ncod to sec u couns<llor ut some
point In time. Everyone could benollt lhJm cOW15eling,"
Woods sold.

Students who visit Counseling Services anend "with a
nwnber of varied reasons," Woods said, but the services
arc not limited to depression. Students may receive a
maximum of I 0 counseling sessions per academic year.
According to the counseling service pan1phlet you may
want to see a therapist if you experience any of the following: mood swings, thoughts of harming yourself,
recent loss o f a loved one, troubled abusive relationships.
anxiety, sexual orientation issues, trouble transitioning to
college life and low self-esteem.
Every month, Counseling Services 11ill offer seminars
on di ffercnt personal conccm s w hich give students trouble.
"We wanted to do more workshops .... addressing n nwnber of issues," Woods said.
The workshops arc set up to help students identifY
where most of these concerns stem from. whether it be
personal or ncndem ic experiences, Woods said.
While in session. the thempi sl~ nrc tmincd to help students seck treatment or nn adcqlU1tc coping m<.-chanism to
help them through the semester, added \V('()()s,
"We hope to don wor~shor every month, so thnt '' can
meet the students' needs," Woods snid. tllorris will present
a workshop, " Let's Talk A bout Deprcssion" on Nov. 7.
Woods and M on·is bel ieve students" ill walk out of the
10 sessions feel ing more enlightened. with . n insight to
help rcnch the highest gt~ll s und tlccomplishmcnts.
I f you or someone yon kntlw Ctlmes across n situation
and fee l the need to speak tu sumc1mc ubuut it,
Counsclinl! Sc,·viccs, 623 S. Wnbush, room 05, kll\'1::1
their, doors open tu m.:ct Y<lUr needs. n appointment I~

n:qmrcd.

For more lnlonnutk1n. visit th\1 NFOI W b sl~.
www.<lcprcsshm.ul)l. Morris snid that Columbl3 • C\liUI
scllnl! services were lll1<1crstnllC.I compllt'CI.Itll nmst lltll\'l
unlvc.rsltics. whcl'll the mtlll tJJ' thcrupists Ill sttlden\:1 Is
one lor cvcrv 1500 stmlonts. t'olumblu hilS only two
lor Its 10,000-studcnt popultlllon.
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Urban Fusion helps incoming
students find way at Columbia
0
Live music, free pizza
and prizes draw crowd to
kick-off party for new
division of Student Affairs
By Laura A. Pllego
Staff Writer
The Freshman Center has unveiled
Urban Fusion, a program designed to
welcome incoming freshmen. It was
initiated with a kick-off party on
Thu~sday, Nov. 8, at Columbia's
Hokm Center, 623 S. Wabash Ave.
Dawn Callahan, special events coordinator for Urban Fusion, a division of
Student Affairs, said a lot of work
w~nt into the planning of this event,
w1th the help of other staff members,
students and a workable budget.
Callahan credits Columbia's Student
Affairs Vice President Mark Kelly for
developing the program.
Kelly introduced himself and welcomed all of the freshmen students as
an integral part of Columbia's community. Urban Fusion drew many new
and familiar faces into its inviting
atmosphere. An initiation party couldn't happen without Columbia's sophomore, junior and senior students.
" It's a good way of assuring students
stay in school," said Dimitri Moore, a
film sophomore. Urban Fusion is a
refined version of last year's Tattoo
program, which used to host weekly
student events. The renamed program
was created to let incoming students
know about academic services available to them, as well as to offer a complete calendar of Columbia social
events.
A wide variety of events will continue to be held, but not on a weekly
basis.
"We realize freshmen students are

busy completing other activities, we
don ' t want to overwhelm our students," Callahan said.
There are many reso urces at
Columbia that many incoming students aren't aware of, and these programs are meant to make students
become organized by meeting with a
staff member to help them through
their registration or major selection
process. It's meant to get the students
acquainted and involved not only with
other students and faculty members
but with other programs that they
would be able to benefit from.
Freshman advisor Mary Butler
advises all freshman students to speak
to their advisor and ask about the
mini-grants. These grants are offered
to each department in order for the
department to establish a series of
instructional workshops in academic
fundamentals.
Students mixed easily with one
another at the Hokin Center. They
were treated to Edwardo's pizza and
live acoustic music by the band Since
Birth.
Every student present entered Urban
Money and
Fus ion's free raffle.
sweatshirts were g iven away as prizes.
John Mathes, a freshman in sound,
was very content with the outcome of
the raffle. He plans to purchase
music-business books in the school
bookstore with the $50 that he won.
" Even if the food and entertainment
wasn't provided I would still come,"
said Thomas Kemeny, a marketing
freshman. " I think it's cool."
Kemeny won $100 for creating the
best logo for Urban Fusion. " I felt that
the logo was a good representation of
the goals of the organization," he said.
Freshmen students can expect to
receive a calendar in the mail with
information regarding upcoming
Urban Fusion events.

Nonfiction
ConUnued from Front Page
" Gateway to Gridlock," will speak
November 12 at 6:30 p.m. at the
Conway Center, 1104 S. Wabash. Her
di scussion will highlight the challenges of working on extensive projects with a part-time schedule and her
point ?f view on the status of in-depth
report mg.
Also featured Monday is a facu lty
reading at the Conway Center at 2
p.m. and James Alan McPherson's
reading of his book A Region Not
Home and Crabcakes: A Memoir at
the Hokin Auditorium, 623 S. Wabash
Ave., at 7 p.m.
The following afternoon at 2 p.m.,
eight Chicago-based writers and editors will discuss " Twenty Questions:
The Art of the Interview" at the
Conway Center.
Participants include: Ted Allen, a
contributing writer for Esquire; J im
DeRogatis, the Chicago Sun-Times'
pop-music critic and contributor to
Guitar World and Penthouse, Achy
Obejas, author of the critically
acclaimed novel, Days of Awe and
features writer for the Chicago
Tribune; Chicago Reader staff writer
Grant Pick; Bill Zehme, contributing
writer for Rolling Stone, Esquire and
Vanity Fair; the Sun-Times' awardwinning columnist and ed itorial board
member Mary Mitc hell; Jan Parr,
Chicago Magazine :v special projects
editor; and Rosalind CummingsYeates, part-time Columb ia facu lty
member and freelance journalist whose
profiles and features have appeared in
Mojo and www.salon.com.

The discussion w ill be moderated by
Magazine Program Director Barry
Rice and Artist-in-Residence Clare La
Plante of Co lumbia's Journalism
department.
According to Rice, the panel will
concentrate on simple techniques used
in interviews, such as how to phrase
questions and gain trust with interviewees, as well as more advanced techniques like when it's appropriate to
use a tape recorder. A reception wil l
follow.
Diane Ackerman, author of A
Natural History of the Senses, will
read from her new book, Cultivating
Delight at the Conway Center on Nov.
14 at 2 p.m. A student reading will
follow at 3:30 p.m. Later in the
evening, Li-Young Lee, a poet and
author of The Winged Seed: A
Remembrance wi ll read with The
Accidental Buddhist author Dinty
Moore at 7 p.m. at the Res idence
Center, 731 S. Plymouth Court.
Michael Steinberg, author of Those
Who Do, Can, and Nat ional Public
Radio essayist Joe Mackall will read at
the Conway Center on Nov. 15 at 2
p.m. Steinberg and Mackall will speak
again at an editor's panel on publi shing online and in literary magazines
with Dinty Moore and Sam We ll er the
editor of Secret Chicago, at 7 p.,.,;. at
the C?nway Center. The panel will
also d1scuss the credibility of creat ive
nonfiction writing.

- Michael Hirtzer contributed to this
report

Jerome and Jason Pritchard pose in front of the camera.

Twin brothers get HBO, festival·
showings for their short films
0 Film and video freshmen
Jason and Jerome Pritchard
get an early taste of success
in the movie business
By Anthony Heintzelman
Staff Writer
Freshman year is a confusing time in
life for mo>1 college students. Trying to
figure out where they are going in life,
wondering if they have made the right
decisions and generally second-guessing
what they are doing is common. But tor
Columbia film and video freshmen and
twin brothers Jason and Jerome
Pritchard, not only is their dream of
becoming filmmakers clear, it is already
becoming a reality.
Last year, a short film by the brothers
titled "The Doll" aired on HBO's
"30x30: Kid Flicks." Following that,
HBO commissioned them and nine other
young fi lmmakers to do short films for
this season. So the Pritchard brothers,
then high school seniors in Indianapolis,
made the 30-minute feature, " In
Darkness."
Written and directed by Jerome
Pritchard and produced and starring
Jason Pritchard, "In Darkness" is about a
girl who is harassed by an Internet stalker (Jason). The Pritchards have been
selected to premiere their film at the
American Film Institute Festival in Los
Angeles on Nov. 8, which won't be their
last premiere if things go as they hope.
Both brothers say they were inspired to
get involved in fi lm when they saw
"E.T." as chi ldren. But from there, their
aspirations diverged slightly.
"My ultimate goal is to become a sue-

cessful motion picture director and to
start a production company with my
brother," Jerome said. He started to
study all aspects of filmmaking at an
early age. He added that writing and
directing are his primary interests, and
that he has little or no interest in acting
or producing, the two aspects of filmmaking which occupy his brother Jason.
While he enjoys acting, Jason said his
goal is to become a s uccess ful
Hollywood producer and to work with
his brother making• motion pictures
through their production company.
"We' ve basically worked well together," Jason said. "We've worked on a lot
of things in the past, from music videos
to television shows for school."
The Pritchard brothers are currently
working on putting together a short fi lm
that Jason will produce and Jerome will
direct. Jerome said they have also
received some offers, but that it was too
early to comment on any of them.
With all of the success the Pritchard
brothers have already had, it would be
understandable if they detected any bitterness from other students, but Jerome
said he has not noticed anything like
that, saying that others have been supportive and inquisitive about everything
they are going through.
While some in the Pritchard brothers'
might feel the urge to keep things moving and not bother going to school,
Jerome Pritchard said that it was never
even a consideration for him. He said
that he has known he wanted to attend
Columbia for quite some time and plans
on graduating.
Following the AFI Festival premiere,
" In Darkness" wi ll have its broadcast
premiere on HBO Family's "30x30: Kid
Flicks" on Nov. 19.

Auction
Continued from Front Page
ney is to partic ipate in the arts."
The first faculty art auction in 1997
netted $80,000, according to Lazar.
This year's auction fe ll a few thousand
do llars short of that mark. Institutional
Advancement
Media
Re lations
Associate Micki Leventhal explained a
possible link: " I think [the Sept. II
attacks] possibly had an effect on how
much people were bidding for pieces,
because people who are in a comfort able financi al situation to be able to
spend a lot on art work are the people
who probably had some prob lems in
the stock market ."
The art that was not sold at the auction will be so ld among the staff, Lazar

said. T hey will be able to bid on it and
if the art is still not sold it will go back
to the artist. Because of the difficulty
of putting the a uction togethe r it wi II
possibly be two or more years unti l
the next auction, Lazar said.
Proceeds from this fun draising
even t will support stude nt schol ars hip and fe llowshi p funds at
Co lumbia, includi ng the Holli s Sigle r
M emoria l Fund, the Founders
Fellowshi p
Fund,
the
Aiko
Fellowship Fund, the John Mulvany
Sc ho la rship fund , the Photography
Fund and the Pres ident's C lub
Sc hola rship Endo wment Fund.

VISIT US ON THE WEB AT
WWW.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.COM
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Scholarships
F o r

Undergraduate

Students

Thaine Lyman Scholarship
$1000 max1murn award for the
Fall. 2002 semester. Th1s

A

t

Edward L. and Marsha E.
Morris Scholarship

AI Parker Scholarship
$1000 maximum award for the
Spring 2002 semester. This

scholarship is for full-time

$3000 max1mum award for the
Spring, 2002 semester. This

televi sion students who have

scholarship is for outstanding

full-time junior and senior level

at least 24 credit hours earned

full-tune jun1or and senior level

radio students.

at Columbia .

television students.

Deadline:
March 15, 2002

Deadline:
November 16, 2001

scholarship is for outstandmg

Deadline:
November 16, 2001

Applications are available at:
Student Financ1al Services.
600 S. Michigan, Room 303

Office of Enrollment Management.
600 S. Michigan, Room 300

Academic Advising.
623 S. Wabash, Room 300

www.colum.edu/ scholarshlps

~ xckec:r'-"el"'
1=<-e:sl:.n.t.-a"-l:

&

Pub

MEDITERRANEAN CAFE

Featuring:
Chicago Style Pan Pizza
Steaks and Chops
Fa mous Baby-Back Ribs
Fresh Seafood
and more ...
Family dining with Children's menu
Private Party Rooms Available
Groups up to 200 people
Full Bar Service

OPEN:

MONDAY - SATURDAY NOON - 7PM

I 0°/o DISCOUNT TO
STUDENTS AFTER 4
224 South W abash Avenue,
Chicago, IL 60605

312-939-5685

Email mystery: Did Penn student
orhackersendmessages?
By Martha Woodall
Knight Ridder New~papers
PHILADELPHIA- It is an electronic whodunit, pitting an Ivy League school against a student prodigy.
The University of Pennsylvania has suspended a student for a year after he allegedly tried to get his math
grade raised by masquerading - in an e-mail - as a
teaching assistant.
The student, Peter Kim, an 18-year-old who started
college in California at age 15, contends that he never
sent the e-mail in question. And Kim says he has evidence that a hacker, perhaps motivated by envy, racism
or both, took control of his computer from another site,
and sent the e-mail to frame him.
Kim and the university agree on this much: E-mail,
purportedly from one teaching assistant telling another
one to raise Kim's grade, was sent from Kim's computer in May.
Penn charged Kim with violating university codes of
integrity and conduct.
Kim-who looks more like a high school student
than a Penn senior-says the unknown hacker planted
a so-called Trojan horse application, called NetBus, on
his computer, enabling the hacker to take control of the
computer and send the e-mail.
The student cited as part of the evidence a vulgar,
rac ially derogatory message he said the hacker left
behind on several computer files. It said, in part: "gO
HOmE u LiTTLe GooK... u waNNaBE geN ius
SHoWoFF u bEEn HacKEd ... By cHiNx priDE"
But the university suggested that Kim, who is of
Korean desceht, could have planted it there. And a disciplinary panel concluded unanimously last month that
Kim was responsible for sending the e-mail that
attempted to change his grade.
He was suspended for a year, and told to seek coun--·
seling. He appealed, but the panel's decis ion was affirmed.
last week.
Kim, who was to graduate in May with a degree in
computer science engineering, insists he is innocent.
"Why would I send an e-mail like that from my own
computer?" he asked. "! know that, if you send an email off myf 1:omputer... the header [information
including the ; oinputer's address] w ill show up."
University officials declined to discuss the case.
"Information on student disciplinary matters is confidential," said Phyllis Holtzman, deputy director of
the Office of University Communications. She said the
hearing panel's report "speaks for itself."
Computer security experts say it may be impossible
to determine conclusively whether Kim was a culprit
or a victim. ·
"This is a sticky wicket," said Peter Neumann, principal scientist of the Computer Science Laboratory at
SRI International in Menlo Park, Calif., and author of
"Computer-Related Risks. "Things are seldom what
they seem when it comes to computer evidence."
Kim arrived at Penn in January 2000. He was 16, and
had transferred from California State University-Los
Angeles, which he had entered through a gifted students' program at 15.
The transition to Penn was difficult, but Kim became
involved in campus organizations. He landed a workstudy job with the technology team in his dormitory
helping students with their computers and working in
the computer lab.
This past spring, Kim took Mathematical
Foundations of Computer Science II. Because the
course involved solving complex math problems, students were graded not only on their answers but also on
how they obtained them, Kim said.
He said that if a student believed a grading mistake
had been mad~, the student could m~et with a teaching
assistant to discuss the problem-solvmg methods used.
Kim, :>Yho had gotten an A in the preceding course,
was not doing well this time. He decided to seek
regrades for three preliminary exams.
The records for Kim's case show that Kim e-mailed
Michael Portnoy, the head teaching assistant for the
course, on May 10, asking about regrades. Two hours
later, Portnoy replied that he was handling all regrading requests himself.
In an exchange of e-mail on May 14, a mes~age was
sent from Kim's computer to Portnoy purportmg to be
from Daniel Rudoy, another teaching assistant. It read
in part: "I forgot to send this to you earlier, but update
Peter Kim's prelim and quiz grades as follows .... "
Portnoy soon discovered that Rudoy had not sent the
e-mail.
Although they came from Kim's c.omputer, Kim
denied sending any of the May 14 e-mruls.

On May 17, another e-mail went from Kim's computer to Portnoy saying that Kim was "shocked" to discover he had received a rr'in the course. Kim said he
never sent that e-mail.
Kim also said he never received an e-mail from
Portnoy on May 17 suggesting that Kim contact the
professor.
The headers at the top of four questionable e-mails
show plainly that two were sent from Kim's laptop and
two from his desktop PC.
Kim says the Office on Student Conduct told him on
June 8 that he was being investigated.
In a phone interview with Neal Rajmaira, then the
associate director of the office, Kim said he denied
sending the e-mails. He said he suggested to Rajmaira
that a hacker might have gained access to his machines
or that someone had slipped into his dorm room while
he wasn't there.
Kim said Rajmaira indicated he did not believe him.
"He mentioned expulsion. Obviously, I felt threatened," Kim said.
Rajmaira, now director of student judicial affairs at
the University of California, has denied threatenmg
Kim. Last week, he declined to comment.
Kim , who was in Los Angeles for the summer, granted perm ission to Penn to exam ine his computer, which
was stored in his girlfriend's basement near Penn. But
he later withdrew that permission.
"I didn't really feel safe, feel comfortable at the time,
considering how they were handling things," Kim said.
Penn sent Kim a letter on Aug. 2 saying that he was
being charged with sending a fraudulent e-mail "for the
purpose of achieving a higher final grade than you
earned." The letter pointed out that he had Withdrawn
permission to have his computer examined.
Kim asked for a hearing.
After returning to Philadelphia later in August, Kim
met with an attorney, David Oh. Penn's disciplinary
system does not permit a student to be represented by
an outside attorney during the hearing, but Oh agreed
to offer Kim guidance.
Oh suggested that Kim have his computer examined.
So Kim contacted a fellow student, Wuen-E H. Chang,
an information technology assistant in his dorm.
While examining Kim's desktop computer, Kim said,
the two students found a strange file. According to the
computer's logs, it had been installed in early May,
about 10 days be fore the first contested e-mail was
sent. I.t had been put on Kim 's PC and on his laptop
about five minutes apart.
It turned out to be NetBus.
Kim said he had no idea how it got on his computers.
It can be downloaded from the Internet in a matter of
minutes by anyone with access to a machine. A hacker
can send it from a remote location through an open network port. Or, a computer user can unwittingly install
it by opening what appears to be an innocuous e-mail
attachment.
A version ofNetBus circulating a few years ago was
hidden behind a Whack-a-Mole game.
A Penn computer expert conceded that the university
has encountered similar invasions on its network
before.
"People can get back doors [hidden remote-control
Trojan programs] installed when they accept file
attachments or download files from strangers they have
met in chat rooms thinking it is a game," said Dave
Millar, an information security officer at Penn.
"About two or three years ago, when NetBus first
came out, there were many students who were not
aware of the risks of downloading. We had to work
with them and their computer support people to
remove them afterwards."
Through NetBus, a hacker can see what is on the victim's computer screen. The hacker also can read all the
files on the machine, modify them, and send e-ma1l.
Kim and Chang showed the program-and the offensive message they had found-to Oh. He suggested
that they immediately show it to two computer network
staffers at the dorm.
Oh and Kim said the two staffers seemed alarmed.
But when university officials were informed, they said
Kim had missed his opportunity to have his computer
examined.
At his hearing Sept. 25, Kim and Chang discussed
the evidence they had found.
But the hearing panel, according to its report, "concluded that their testimony was of suspect value"
because the examination had taken place four months
after the e-mail was sent and the computer had been
under Kim's control the entire time.
Penn still has not examined Kim's computer.
While the case remained in Penn's disciplinary system, Kim was allowed to remain on campus. Late last
week, Penn ordered him to leave by 5 p.m. Friday.

U. of Alaska scientists
·explain·Northern Lights
sightings in the South
ByDanJollng
Associated PreSs Writer
ANCHORAGE (AP)-When southerners report
ted northern lights, it means something big probably
happened the daY, before 93 million miles away. ,
'· University of'Aiaska Fairbanks scientists say a
solar· flare Sunday . morning produced a "cqronal..,
,; mass ejection''-,-a cloud of ionized . hydrogt;n.,
··released from the sun and sent toward Earth.
.. About 36 hOUrs later, a rare northern lights
· put glowing r.ed, blue and green colo~ into .
.
as fur south ·as Alabama, promptmg
.·..
authorities as to whether the country were under.
attack ·
• . · -'
.
.. <1/ ..
,1, No terrorisis, just an unusual eruption on the sui:L '
"As these events go, it was quite a fast moving .
one " said Mark· Conde, assistant professor of .
phy;ics at UAF.
,
· .
The sun continuously sends ionized hydr.ogen &!ld ·
othet materials, called solar wind, toward the earth,
When it reaches the upper atmosphere, auroral light,
like a neon sign, is produced by a high-vacuum elec-..
trical discharge.
The aurora · is always present, said Syun-lchi
Akasofu · former director of the': .Geophysical
Institute 'at UA.F. From a satellite, i(appears like a
•kind of. a rini around· the north and'south geomagnetic poles, he said, 'in the sbape of a c~in,
Fairbanks)s under that ring in the northern hemisphere. ·. .
.
·.. ,.... «
. An erup(ion.OD,;tl\C',SUD causes a'gus~ ,in the '$olar
, wind,.Aka5ofu s'aitl, and he compared it to applyiog ..
,~13\Jl.f<;, .2!1Yf9&J9 ,a~Jlee<!!.~IJlJ> on a,.~ICY};.lll-:PO"X!\t\ld;
generator. ...
__ "
,
.
o. "
"lf you crank the generator, the hght gets
brighter," A.kasofu said.
..
Conde called it a solar wind shock and 5aid it
~rrived at. more ,than double the . normal ~peed. :.,
·Instead 186,000 miles' per second; the gust head-·
ed toward Earth at up to 500,000 miles per second,
"Jt more than doubled," Conde said. .
•
The cloud also was far more dense. Particles generally reach earth at one to l 0 parts per C1fbic centimeter Conde said. The cloud Monday was off the
scale b~t well over l 00 parts per centimeter.
Such events teorganize the magnetic field of earth
and•p\lt lots of material in the near-earth environ·
. me'nt; Conde said. • ,
.
,
.. ..
+iThe mate.iial reached a satellite upstream .
at.4:30ji.m. Aiaska' time on Monday.
reached the earih about 45 minutes to an
.,: Jc / 'Wej.ust'got hammered t~e rest of tile
·sitid. • .:'(....,.. .< ·"' y, .,.. >· >>··· , ,
?; ':Acroriip
the relatively'dense ~~~t%~:;~~&if.~.l
. ·.• rial-was a
·
rm that made jJ
.··:sarell ·
eliable.data, Conde .....u, .,..u...,•.,..... ,
hli.ye r~ven gamaged thein.;
• "' :.;:
.·. .
lf{an astronaut had been working outsiclcil
/S'jiaclicraft during the< radiation burst; "TIJat,woul~
'' haVe been quite a threat to the astronaut.'' he said. ':
,, ., •Flying tlu'ougli the radiatipn storm at high'alti~U;de ..
' on' a ¢6mmercial aircraft would have been the equtv- "
Dalent ofreceiving lO chest X-rays, Conde said.J ••;:
~ ' The color of the aurora depends Up<?n what t}'M of..
molect4e 'Struck by ih~. charged particles. and at ·

of

g

<
· ;rc

is

w~~:n°!~~i6Je;;i:~s ~ pr~uces ~ green colo!, '

eo

the most common adrora lor. Higher-level oxygen ,
. between 200 and 300 miles over the earth produces
. the more ,t!ite all-t:cd auroras. Ionized nitrogen produces.blue light and neutral nitrogen glows purplish:~
. red at tne edges' of the aurora.
'
Red~_auroras seen in various farts of th~·coun
. tzy
c()uJd liave occurred because o the enormous volume oflow-energy particles that were stopped high- ·
er in the' atmosphere.
..
. /
. .. '
A S<imuc6
. Conde: said, "( though my .,
instruments
·: he saicl
'o;f>
"Last
the peak of.the·

APs\>fuimd
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•
tuesday nights
Columbia College Chicago students, staff, and faculty are invited to
stitch or paint a piece of fabric emblematic of a loved one lost to AIDS .
All sewing fabric and painting material will be provided, however, we
enco urage you to bring something in rememb rance of someone special.
The finished panel will be unveiled during the exhibition reception of
The AIDS Memorial Quilt and photo-documentary, The Faces of AIDS
in December, 2001. The panel will then be submitted to the NAMES
Project Chicago chapter to be part of the Quilt. To participate, please
visit the Glass Curtain Gallery every Tuesday beginning October 9, 2001
from 4pm t o 7pm. For more information contact 312-344-6650 or
to learn more about the quilt visit www.namesprojectchicago.org.

"We shared everything whether it was good or bad,
the good times and the bad times.
We shared his illness and how it made us feel.
We sha red th e anger and the frustration .
the tears and the laughter."

funded by the Hokin Center and the Office of Special Events,
a division of Student Affairs
r.h ·.·. Cu rtain Gallery 1104 S. Wabash Ave. 1' ' Floor, Columbia College Chicago

November 12, 2001
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Register to Win a
mmme _____ mmaa
CHlCAGO

$~!1

G.i-Ft Certi-Ficate

Five certificates will be given to the winners of a random
drawing on December 3, 2001.

Visit us online to enter:
www.columbiacj,ronicle.com
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COMMENTARY
Things_c;ould be worse ... we could
be attending Hillsdale College
By Katie Walsh
Commentary Editor
The Chronicle of Higher Education put out its
annua l survey of the salari es of private-college presidents and top administrators last week. Our own
president, Warrick L. Carter, walked away with
$145_,833 for s e v~ n 1~on ths of the school year. Keep
111 mmd that he d1dn t assume office unti l August
2000, yet he. began getting paid in June of that year.
Former pres1dent, John B. Duff, managed to walk
aw~y '~ith $203,869 for the 1999-2000 year. He
rellrcd m Jul y cOOO and, strange ly, still was getti{lg
pa1d through December 2000. not to mention thei r
huge benefit packages coming in at 542.292 fo r
CJrter and a whopping 514:<,8:!7 for Duff. re:>pccll w lv.
\\"i1ilc some of this may seem shockinJ; to us stud ~n ts "ho mostly make mini:num \\age and dish out
tho usand s a year in tui1ion, it is real I\ not a lot of
1~one;., COillfKl:"Jtiv!.!l) :,peaki ng. \ \ "e.m:ty think that
Carter docs not desene su much or that Duff" a I king away. ~vith that much nhme;. i:, highwa) robber\
of our

tult!Oll

rnoney. l3ut w~ cou ld be atil.·ndinu a·

<chool like lli llsdak Colle!!c in ;\lichi~an.
, Students at l lillsdak ~ot-to witne,s their president
George C. Roche Ill take home Sl.:! million in
salary and bencti ts when he res igned in November
1999, accord ing to the Chronicle of Hi>?,e r
Education Roche resigned from (!illsdale amid

rampant rumors of an affair with his daughter- in-law.
She c<;>mmitted suicide on campus a few days be fore
he res1gned. He has not publicly commented on the
rumors. He was the president at Hillsdale for 28
years.
Apparently, Roche's benefit package, which
exceeded $300,000, included some salary being
deferred,_ whi~h accounts for his enormous pay raise
upon rcs1gnat10n.
The college's offic ial statement was that the pay
defen!lent plan was in effect for a"number of years.
While ~oche. stood as the highest paid private-college pres ident 111 1999-2000, there were many other
notable h1gh ro llers. The second highest paid oresidcnt for that year was Richard Rubenste in froin the
University of Oridgeport. l ie received a s~lary boost
of$814,125 "hen he retired in December 1999. li e
w~1s the ~resi?ent of that sc hool for on ly five yea rs.
fhc th1rd-IHghcst-paid on the Chronicle of lfigher
F:ducotw!' s hst was V1ctor \1cski ll of Dowling
Co llege 1n New York. lie resigned amid criticisn1
fo r. tr~ ing to reform this com muter college i:Ho a
rcs1dentJa l college lie left with a whoppinJ.t
$788 -130
Wl;<lt d~cs thi s mean to us at Colu mb ia ? Seeing
what other >tudcnts at other colleges across the
Unned States deal wit h sort of puts th ings in perspect ive for us. Suddenly. the salaries of Carter
a n~ even Duff do not seem so outrageo us. But
we II have to see what ne xt year brings.

Exposure

WWYI <..OI.UMIJIA C HifO III C U '.CO M

Comments on abortion insert
Yes, the advert was controversial, but I don't think people
shou.ld brand it as "not politically correct." It's somebody's
op11110n-we all have nghts to hold and express our views.
Some people pay the media to express their views in the form
of advertisements. The beauty of free speech is that we can
fight speech we don't like with more speech." However being
politica~ly ~orrect is an ~dealistic notion that we can pru:ase
everythmg mto eup~emtsms th~t aren 't offensive to anybody.
I fou.nd the advertisement a b1t odd, but not worth raising a
campmgn to boycott the paper. If the Hokin Center
Coordinator wants to pull their ads, I think that will only hurt
the Hokin Center and the students. In regards to " raising
awareness," I believe that the advertisement could have raised
awa~ene s_s indirectly. _In the real world, there are people who
don t behcv~ ~~ a1;>ort1on. There are also people who believe
111 a woman s cn01ce to have an abortion. The world, politically correct or not, has people in it with different viewpoints.
Shocking. 13y censoring advertisements for "political correctness," arc w~ to teach the colle_ge community that everyone
should be thmkmg the same thmgs ami have the same opinions?
I believe that the advertising and business manager is right~ince this is a higher educat ion newspaper, readers should
(operati'e w~rd) have the sense to stop reading it if they are
offended by 11. If they arc so emo11onally upset by the contems, then yes, they should speak up, write a letter, call the
cd1tors.
Perhaps the Chronicle could've been more responsible in
co_ns~ltmg all of the editors before running the ad, or maybe
p:mtmg a d1sclan_n er that the paper does not endorse any of the
v1 ~ws expresse~ m adverts. Otherwise, I see nothing so
hemous 111 runn111g 11.
-J>iriya Vongkascmsiri/ Grad student

~t certain po~nts i~ time, one feels it necessary to address the
res.'d.ent edttor-m-chtef of certain publications. It is in the
opm1on of one such reader that said occasion has indeed arisen. Please pardon the intrusion of this letter, but the matters
addressed are of relevence.
After some time now, and several editions of the Chronicle
this reader felt it necessary to address your performance as editor. What can one say? The layout, articles and coverage of
:elevant issues to Columbia students are superb and always a
JOY to read. You and your staff have indeed out done your
predecessors from this publication by a landslide. Thank you
for your ~rsonal efforts to ensure newsworthy literature that
makes a dtfference to the community.
- B. Dykstra! Junior

Photo by Angola RatkowskVChronlclo
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the Editor

Edllorlolo nro lhe opinion• of tho Edllorlal

Sp~aking as ?<'th a workingj~umali st (with 20 years experience m the mamstream, alternative and gay/lesbian press) and
a 30-year member of the Columbia College community (as
student and teacher), I want to compliment the Chronicle on its
b':'l,ve, P!incipled, independent-minded handling of the Human
L1fc Alhance's controversial anti-abortion advertising insert
that ran in your Oct. 22 issue.
My own opinions about abortion are not the issue here. What
c~mccms me i_s the right of people and organizations on all
s1dcs of a subJect to run a public-awareness ad free of censorship (as. lon_g ns it !neets the standards set forth in your antidtscmmnatlon pohcy) and of a newspaper to publish such an
ad .'~1 thout f.e~ of being intimidated by pressure groups, letter\mttng campa1gns, threats of canceled advertising or boycotts,
etc.
AIs~ at, issue here is the sacred separation of advertising and
ct.h to~l~l m runnm_g a t~e,~spaper. Your Nov. 5 issue reported
that I nnceton Umvers1ty s student newspap.:r rnn a rnciallv
~ontroversial ad while editorializing against the ad in the srune
ISSt!e. I was shocked to read of this tactic, ~cause it violates a
b.~tc te1.tet that editorial covernge should be free of any conlllct-of-mterest w1th. the advertising side of a newspaper. By
co1~trast, >:our handhng of the controversy surrounding the
antt-abo111on ad-a follow-up news article on n:action to the
ad allcr its publication-was objective and f.,ir-minded .
. As fur those who think you shouldn "t have run the ad in the
~~~~t place, I Ul!l troubled by their apparent lack of trust in the
mt~lhgencc ol >:our .readers. Columbia College has a deserved
m~t1011al r~putnt_1 on. for attracting progressive, creative, opcnm!mled, free-thmkmg people as both students and teachers; 1
thmk they nrc able to read an ad nbout ru1 issue us emotionally
charged as abortiOn ru1d make up their own mi11ds--or simply
110t bo!her rc;1di!1g the ad at all. And I think that most p<.-ople
who_d1sagree wtth. this pm1icular ad's anti-choice position nn:
confident enough Ill themselves m1d the rest of the Cohunbia
comm~nity not to feel compelled to rcsot1 to nn intimidation
cmt!pmgn of"outrngcd letters" nnd the like. Such quasi-fascist
tn7t1cs !mvc l_o ng been _used by pressure groups on the right to
sttllc dtscuss1on ofvanous subjects-for cxru11ple, to discoUJ"oo
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Commentary

Differences between what we say, and what we do
By William Gorski
Commentary Editor
When the people of this country are fed up dealing with the current dilemma, it raises many questions about where we came from
and w here we are going.
Last Thursday President Bush spoke to this country once again,
and once again he said absolutely nothing but wishy-washy nonsense. The people of this country are not idiots, mister president.
When you stand up o n a stage and say noth ing but "Blah blah
blah, we will win against this evil. .. blah blah blah, we are strong
and courageous," it means nothing to those seeking real answers.
Bush made it sound like we are as deranged about fighti ng a
enemy who we know nothing about as those terrorists who acted
on Sept. I I.
The Jack of education about this matter among U.S. citizens is
appalling. In the age of ideas and information we still think physical weapons are the strongest tools in fighting terrorism.
Terrorism is a tactic, not an enemy. W hen the president spoke at
a rally in Atlanta, he looked like a puppet on strings and, frankly,
I am fed up with that. I am fed up with try ing to focus my attention on this and spending hours listening to our government,
which only wants to pump up our emotions instead of informing
us with the facts. It makes us wonder what is really going on

LeHersto
the editor
(continued)
age TV shows from running coverage on
abortion rights, gay and lesbian rights, etc.,
by threatening advertiser boycotts and the
like.
For the record, I strongly s upport reproductive rights and freedom of choice. But I
also strongly support freedom of thought
and speech and freedom of the press.
Those are the crucial issues here. Again,
congratulations to the Chronicle.
-Aib~rt Williams/ Teacher, Theater
Department

Plus/minus grading system
I am a parent of a sophomore at
Col umbia. I just read about the plus and
minus grades to be implemented this winter. I do not like the new grading method.
If it did not affect the GPA, then I would
say, "Great, let the teachers express how
they felt a student did a little more precisely." However, according to your newspaper, these pluses and minuses will also
affect a student's GPA.
I think this is unfair for two reasons.
Number one is that this could very well
affect a student's continuing scholarship.
Number two is that, to my knowledge, no
other college issues grades this way and
that places your students at an unfair disadvantage when leaving your college in
search of employment. Other students that
had a B-minus, B or B-plus count as a fu ll
3.0, while our students could have a lower
GPA because their B minus didn't count
for quite as much. Lastly, I don't remember hearing about this when we were visiting and touring your fac ility this summer.
Would have been nice to know. It may
have affected our decision. I fee l valuable
information was withheld from us. This

behind our backs.
A re we really standing behind the right cause? Self-education
is the only way to avoid the spoon fed lies. I am not comfortable
with what they tell me and neither should you, but that doesn't
mean turning your back on the issue. Ignorance is truly the worst
way to die.
People from other countries must laugh hysterically at our
pompous ways; we are so pampered that we shut out the ongoing
crisis. All around me people are saying, " I can't read or watch
anymore about this." Typical, just tum your back and it will all
go away-like a bad sitcom. Maybe when we all see that bombs
aren't going to win this fight and our ground troops start dying by
the hundreds, it wi ll evoke our attention once again and we will
get worked up for a couple of weeks.
This leads me to believe that we need to scrap much of what
we think about ourselves and the way we function as a country.
The only thing that can save the future of this great land is education reform, education reform, and more education reform. From
the ground up we need to teach our children what is truly right
from wrong, furthermore we need the right teachers for this.
We have to embrace the world now that we are united as a
country. It took years of civi l conflict, racism, and injustice for
this country to start living up to the ideas it laid out in its constitution. We must avoid the tendency to loathe. That tendency is
what gave us our reputation of hypocrisy.

wasn't talked about, listed in any
brochures, listed on the Columbia Web
page or listed as part of the scholars hip
process. If Columbia is so proud of this
change, why wasn't it shouted from the
rooftops?
--Cindy Deckard

Intramural sports, just for fun
This letter·is in reuards to last week's
intramural basketbaiJ game a11icle, or more
specifically, the fight between Cory Evans
and the unnamed player on the other terun.
What the hell? It 's intramural sp011s, and
it's supposed to be FUN. If you t\\O can't
play cleanly, then you shouldn't play at all.
Leave the thug life act at home. Last time I
checked, fighting "as not a part of basketball. If you can't shelve your bad-ass se lf
images for the sake of sportsmanship,
then maybe you should take up boxing. Or
anger-management.
And Mike Bahs comments that the referees are to blrune are almost equally
appalling. This is a college league, and
we're all adults here. The only ones at
fault are the two who got into the altercation, because they ultimately control their
own behavior. If two adults cannot control
their emotions in a freaking amateur-level
college league basketball game, then they
should drop out and join a prison league.
This is college, people. Grow up or get
out.
-Sa l J. Barry/ C lass of200l

A thanks from 'Jackie'

It helps to dispel the opinion that all crossdressers are "drag queens," which they are
not. On behalf of cross-dressers, we appreciate the clarification and correction.
Wouldn't it be nice, however, if there
were no labels attached to people at all?
I also want to thank, publicly, those who
sent letters on my behalf, whether they got
published or not. It is great to know that
there arc those who understand and are
supportive. I hope that someday soon there
wi ll be greater knowledge, understanding
and tolerance of individuals dealing with
transgender issues. Transgenders are real
people \\ith real Issue> too. I hope that
more in fonnat ion can be presented in this.
and/or some othe1 forum, to help the students and faculty better understand transgendered persons.
If there are any per>ons out there \\ho
would like more in formation or have questions, they may contact me through
Columbia Pride. If there are any who think
they may have transgender issues, I would
encourage them to attend a Columbia
Pride meeting, contact Goldie Brown,
president of Columbia Pride .or the GLBT
Student Affairs Office.
- 'J ackie'

Forgotten old horror flicks
Kela M. Ellis's list of the 10 scariest
movies of all time goes no earlier than
1976 and includes no black and white
films, thus omitting such great examples of
terror as "Psycho," the original "The
Thing" and the original "Invasion of the
Body Snatchers," to name only three. Ah,
youth.
-Sheld on Patinkin/ Cha ir, Theater
department

With respect to the caption under my
front page picture in the Oct. 22 issue of
the Columbia Chronicle, I want to thank
the editor and staff for the correction and
apology that appeared in the Oct. 29 issue.
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SpTln
Re91s Tat1on
Spring 2002 registration for
continuing students (only) begins

NovembeT 27. 2001
and ends

DecembeT 6. 2001.

.

Registration information will be 'mailed ··
out to all students within the first two
eeks of November.

To All Studentsa
If you have changed your address or if you are not sure that the ·
address on file is correct you should go to the Records Office
and inquire or correct the address on file.

To quahfy for reg1strat1on. you must be a cont1nu1ng
student {currently enrolled}.
ew students do not quahfy for Early Re 1strat1on.

Hovelllber 12, 2001-"
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, is written
and . photographed by thi's c las~. S\~den~!'~ ge~ f'la:~ds·on
photos
fOr ~eakly story assignments.
{
Prerequisite: Photography major, i unior or senior ~tahding, 3·0 GPA or permiss io h from faculty
advit~r.
·
'
Xf y~u · have questions please cal l ~C~;; s Richert et 312·3~~-7~32 or Jim Sulski at 312-344-75&4.

Sign up for the College Newspaper Workshop
Tuesd
3 cr. 1:30-4:20 53-3530-01
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Herbert List's 'Retrospective' at the Cultural Center
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What has happened to the
once popular reality TV
shows
such
as
"Survivor?"
Page 16

over 200 black and white photos, several
books and catalogs, and a documentary
about List.
Fotografia Metafiscia expounds upon
List's love for antiques and the metaphysical world brought together as one. The
work featured in this section of the exh ibit is what List described as new objectivity.

List's photos of celebrities might be the
most well known to the publ ic. Among
his collection arc celebrities li ke Pablo
Staff Writer
Picasso,
Marlene
Dietrich,
Igor
It seems Chicago is bombarded with
Stravinsky, Marc Chagall , Melina
dozens of art exhibits each year, however,
Mercouri and Jean Cocteau.
The section "Eros," that was taken
many of the exhibits are successful
because people who can afford them
throughout the 1930s and 40s, showcases
attend. What about those who don't have
young men in the nude often posed to
a lot of money, but want the
resemble that of everyday li fe.
Many of the photos among this
same kind of cultural experisection appear to be mere snapence?
shots, glimpses into the ideal
The Chicago Cultural
male body.
Center is presenting a photo
"Junge Manner en Ocr Dusche
exhibit through Dec. 30 of
Hebert List's "Retrospective:
(Young Men in the Shower)'' is
The Magic Eye." There are
an exemplary piece of work. It
expre sses an un-romanticized
two great things about the
look at a shower full of physiexhibit: it contains a twist of
cally fit men, and the ideal that
amazing and morbid photos,
and it is free. This exhibit is
they arc the perfect specimens.
only scheduled for New York
The section " Ruins and
Fragments," distorts ruins to see
and Chicago during its tour of
them for the "magical" things
the United States.
List once wrote: "A photoAngela RalkowskoChromcle they are.
" Interior of the Parthenon" is
graph could be the fruit of a Herbert List Retrospective, "The Magic Eye" is being shown at the
showcased in the " Ruins and
sudden intuition or a shrewd Chicago Cultural Center through Dec. 30.
Fragments" section, and shown
reflection."
List was born into a prosfrom different perspectives at
perous fam ily, and was forced to flee Severa l of these photos have mirrors different times of the day.
Among the photos featured in this secGermany because the Nazis rated him as placed within them to give a greater sense
tion, Li st inserts what he bel ieves certain
half-Jewish and a homosexual-both were of depth.
A well-known photo that demonstrates goddesses look like. Yet he never once
heavily persecuted during Hitler's re in.
List is classified as a modernist photog- List's perception of new objectivity is shows the full image of a goddess' face in
rapher. His exhibition is presented in five "Go ld Fish Bowl." This photo conveys any of the photos.
The exhibit demonstrates classical beausections that represent di fferent stages of amazing sense of being trapped in a small
his career.
box, looking out on the world that keeps ty in the world that is today.
The photos picture a perfect balance of
Many photos in the exhibition are from the fish in the box.
Only sma ll groups and collectors knew inte lligence and emotion through clear
List's own private collection, and are just
Li st until recently, when his work began and distorted images.
now being released to the public.
The "Magic Eye Exhib ition" features touring.

By Melissa DeJohn

A vision of 'Paradise' at Columbia
Hey, Scorpios! It's your
month. Read your weekly
horoscope and find out
what lies in your future.
Page 19

Margie's, a great place to
share an ice cream
sundae with a date.
Page 20

lggy Pop's new adventure,
'Beat 'Em Up.'
Page 22

By Wing Fa I Ylm
Staff Writer
More than 200 people crowded Colwnbia's Glass Curtain
Gallery Nov. 5 to view eight artists' interpretation of the sublime
as part of the "Paradise" art exhibit.
Painting, sculpture, printmaking and photography by Colwnbia
alwnni and artists rrom the United States and abroad were featured in the exhibit curated by Shannon Wright at the first-floor
gallery at II 04 S. Wabash Ave.
"I thought of how the word 'paradise' is so casually and
unquestioningly applied to these [vacation] resorts," Wright said.
" I looked the word up in the Oxford English Dictionary, and
found the no-nonsense definition: 'a place or state of complete
happiness."'
Eight artists- Robert Doran, Megumi Fujimura, Axel
Haberstroh, Chris Kerr, Haegeen Kim, Bruce Linn, Angel Nunez
and Christopher Taggart-wntributed their pieces to present
optimistic, pessimistic, obsessive and indifferent depictions of a
sublime world.
Robert Doran's " Predator and Fawn Triptych," shows a plastic
toy deer and a plastic toy tiger in three narrative images. "It presents the passive and aggressive roles, each responses in reality,"
Doran said. The toys were photographed and made to "iron-on"
prints on cotton paper.
Another piece, "Illinois State Animal," is a monoprint on canvas. According to Doran, it is an experimental effort to transfer
images from screen print.
Megumi Fujimura's " Fujix Print on Mounted Plexiglas# 1, 2,
3, 4" investigates the nature of transience. By using plastic figures less than one inch tall, Fujimura implies the existence of
players who sustain and destroy.
The toy figures were put together as if swimming and sunbathing in "paradise." In Fujimura's descripti on, "We know how
much more and interesting it is to invest oneself in the game and
pretend that it's real. But we also know that these are j ust toys
and that we may view their situation dispassionately."
Chris Kerr's "Too Young for Tragedy," "Campsite," "Ski Lift,"
and " Untitled" create "Alpine scenes," using forests, ski lifts,
snow mountains, camp sites, fireplaces and pine cones.
"It is camping outdoors," Kerr said. "The space use and perspective demonstrate the Alpine art." In "Campsite," the fireplace is bigger than the tent. " It creates a depth of field that the
tent is farther," Kerr said. In "Untitled," Kerr made the sculpture
of a pine tree forest and took a photograph of the scene. The
photograph blurs out with a rough edge so one can barely see the
pine cones on the ground. To show the pine cones, Kerr glued
four real pinecones on four pins and pinned them to the corners
of the photograph.

Dwayne M. Thomii$/Chrcnlcle

"The Ski Lift," by Chris Kerr, was part of the exhibition. It is open to
the public Monday through Friday, from 10 a.m. until 5 p.m. through
Nov. 29. Audiences can also view the show on the Web at
www.colum.edu/hokin/paradise.

Axel Haberstroh's three drawings, "Tree House," "Dennis Tito
Jr'' and "Bird" were painted in blue-gray ink on paper. The three
drawings present a sense of living " in the air" whereas most animals are terrestrial " Dennis Tito Jr." presents a spaceman
swinging far above all architects and buildings, which illustrates
that the spaceman is going to the "paradise."
Haegeen Kim's "Iceberg" and "Untitled Land Form," were
made by using tailor's measure tapes that curled and bound
together. Kim shows the materials are common objects that are
often undervalued in spite of their importance in our everyday
lives.
Bruce Linn's "Crying Bee, Crying Flower" and "Rocketship"
combine the optimistic and pessimistic in the oil paintings. Linn
personifies the bee and the flower with decrepit and maudlin
looks. But next to them are happy and smiling flowers and warm
sunlight.
Angel Nunez's "Untitled" creates a futuristic and surrealistic
" paradise." Nunez uses fiber optics, plaster, metal and velvet to
create three spherical spaceship-like objects, with each supported by a stand as a lamp and standing on the floor. Through the
tiny holes on the surface of the sphere viewers can see a fascinating interior design of a "future home" in varying dimensions
with different fluorescent shapes and various colors.
Christopher Taggart's " Ideal Fam ily Home" is created by using
a twisted metal red in color and bent into a home structure. The
structure is viewed from a right angle and at a distance by a tiny
cwnera installed in the upper right-hand corner of the piece. The
structure appears on the television screen as a thrPe-dimensional
house.

l--------------------------------~-~
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RealitY tv 'Survival' Of the·fittest
By Kela M. Ellis
Staff Writer
" We sho uld get a life," said Allan Johnson, television critic and reporter for the
Chicago Tribune, about America's obsession with reality television. But television
professionals say America's obsession has become a passing interest since the Sept.
II terrorist attacks.
"September really has altered the reality meter. It reminded us of what's important." said Michael Niederman, chairman of the Telev ision department.
Even before the terrorist attacks, Niederman said people were losing interest in
reality-based shows. "Reality TV started looking like regul ar programs,"
Niederman said.
Johnson agrees that reality shows are masterm inded. "They ' re crafting these stories," he said.
Columbia Bus iness Management and Fil m freshman, Colin White said th at real
TV is ''controlled" and just gives "a new life to soap o peras."
Shows like "The
Real World" and "Survivor: Africa" are examples of television executives creating
an enviro nment to make possible real life situations occur.
Although there has been an explosion of copycat reali ty shows like "Love
Cruise." "Temptation Island" and the "Mole," Johnson said the ori ginal s are the
ones that will last.
Even with the loss of eight million viewers, the CBS hit "Survivor : A frica" still
has 20 mi llio n peopl e who are tuning in, according to Johnson's recent article in
the Tribune.
In the art icle enti tled "Why watch contrived shows when the real deal is on display nightly on TV?" Johnson reported that networks have canceled shows like the

·constipation makes
for bad S•lght'

By Michael Hlrtzer
Assistant A&E Editor
The cinematic version of Arthur Miller's
novel, Focus , comes just shy of the fever
that engulfed America two months ago.
In the wake of the Sept. II attacks,
Middle Eastern Americans of all descents
were seen as scapegoats for angry people
eager to project feel ings of helplessness.
In "The Crucible," Miller told the story
of the Salem witc h-hunt in order to mirror
the Red scare, in the heart of the
McCarthy era and the Co ld War.
Similarly. "Focus," in a sense, tackles an
issue of today, by telling a story of yesterday.
" Focus" is the story of Lawrence
Newman, a New Yo rker who takes the
advice of his superi or and gets a pair of
glasses. The glasses' rounded lenses and
thick black frames make him appear
Jewish. Thi s seemingly harmless act to
improve one's visio n blacklists Newman,
played by William H. Macy, in the eyes o f
his neighbors.
Although Anti-Se mitism was concentrated in Nazi Germ any, prejudice against
Jews was ram pant in World Wa r 11
America. In "Focus ," a passive viewpoint
on the topic was grounds for a bl ack listing
by the q uasi- militant and ignorant Unio n
Crusaders.
Macy is perfect as Newman, reprising
past roles like Quiz Kid Donnie Smi th in
"Magnolia" and Jerry Lundegaard in
"Fargo." Macy's passivity in those roles,
like the washed up child star envious of a
braces-bound bartender, will fin ally come
to re~t in "Focus," whe n he stands up for
what he is, or isn't.
The ant agoni sts (led by singer/ac tor
Meat Loaf), after a ll, aren't deep thinkers,
and it does n't really matter if one is
Jewish or not. Newman simply chose not
tCJ attend the UC meetings. and when he
finally went tCJ sec what all the fu ~~ was
about , he c ho~c not clap bccau ~c "he
never claps." This, in their narrow-minded wr,rld, is ground<; for an ejection and a
beat down.
Newman al<;o visil k wrth a Jewish ~hop 
keeper, Fickelste rn, who sell& him his
darfy paper. lJavrd l'aymer play~ the cor
dr al ~hr,pkccpcr , who, dcs prte hrs rntc ll r
zcncc, H. rcJ>eltlcdly haras<;ed.

-Fred <played by
Meat LOaf) in 'FOCUS'

It 's Newman , Fickelstein and Gertrude
Hart (played by Laura Dem) versus a society, which roots for the world's victory
o ver the Nazis, and, at the same time, practices some of the same hate tactics that the
war was to dispel.
Director Neal Slavin tells the story effectively, recreating a WWU era Brooklyn
with bungalow houses, noisy el cars, busy
offices and sunny parks. He illustrates that
hate exists during the day, with snubs and
dirty looks, but comes ali ve at night when
shadowing figures pursue the newly married Newman and Hart after they enjoyed
a night out.

Photo courtesy of cbs.oom

The cast of CBS's "Survivor: Africa."
WB 's "Elimidate Deluxe," AB C's "The Runner" and " Mole 2."
Despite these show's cancellations, reality programs are in the top 20 Nielsen
television ratings, showing that America still has an interest in them . The
reason why these shows have done so well is because they are a reflection of
what Americans want to be, Johnson said.
Unlike the e vents in a regular person's li fe, the people on "Survivor" receive
fame and fortune after being homeless and starving themselves. Or on
" Eiimidate" where a guy or a girl gets to choose who they want to keep at the
end of a night or\ the town with two gorgeo us people. Like any other program
on TV, "real-life isn't like that," Johnson said.
Programs that did show what real life was like were the news shows o n Sept.
II , when the whole country watched as planes flew into buildings which later
came crashing down. "Whoever planned this knew that cameras would be on
those buildings when the second plane crashed [into the Wo rld Trade Center],"
Jo hnson said.
Without giving auditions or adding special effects, America saw how real
"reality TV" can be when an eruption of fire, two engulfing clouds of dust and
the lives of thousands instantly lost flashed without warning across their
TV screens.
The reality of this tragic event caused the networks to take out occurrences
similar to those of Sept. I!.
"[It's) a thoughtful and sensitive response to what has happened,"
Niederman said.
Although networks have toned down what they might think will upset people
at this time, Niederman said that American television will soon be back to business as usual, but it won' t be quite the same. "Television will be forever
changed," Niederman said.

Photo courtesy of paramoonlclesslcs.oom

laura Dern and William H. Macy
In "Focus"
Although wrillen in 1945, Focus is us
relevant now as ever. The fac t that
Newman was targeted mere ly because of
his spectacles mi rrors the fac t that Singhs
and lslamics have been targeted merely
because of their dress, when many of the m
arc devoted Americans.
I late has been harbored in America on
many fronts. since the country's incept ion.
Sto nes like th i~ help ex pose the wrongs in
society, where ignorance, unfortunntcly,
hus power.
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WANT TO SEND YOU ON A TOP SECRET MISSION!
It's not
how you play
the GAME . .

It's how
the Game

Plays yo~- .: 0_·
• r

. .. :'

.

.
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CONFIDENTIAL: Stop by the Chronicle Office
(Room 205, Wabash Building) to pick up a complimentary pass
(good for two) to a special advance screening of SPY GAME.
Passes a re available while supplies las t on a first-come, first-served basis .
One pass per person. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.

IN THEATERS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21ST!
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ARTISAN
COLUMBIA CHRONICLE
ENTERTAINMENT

INVITE YOU AND AGUEST TO ASPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING OF

THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 15th, 7:30pm· LOEWS PIPERS ALLEY THEATRES ·1608 N. WELLS, CHICAGO
St op tw tile Chronicle Office (room 205-WatJash Building) during business t1ours To pick up a pass (admit two>
t o a free screening or Artisan Entertainment's NOVOCAINE.
flo porchaau nuwaury. Ont1 pru111 por ptJraon. Em11loyous of uUpromoUonol partneraand lhelr agenclos ato not eligible.
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expect a wave of creative thinking, flirtation and romantic :
awareness. Stay alert to new possibil ities. The social rules •
are changing.
•

Knight Ridder/Tribune News Service

.

. Aries (March 21-April20). Early this week a close
fnen d or relative may be critical or socially judgmental.
Group events will be draining. Expect others to be withdrawn and distrustful of new infonnation. Stay involved
but refuse to openly discuss private matters. Before
W~d.nesday, loved ones will need a strong display of sens ~liVIlY and loyalty. Later this week, watch for a key financ1al Improvement. Long tenn budgets partnerships and
quick sources of income will work in y~ur favor.
.
Taurus {April 2 1-May 20). Younger friends or famlly members. may be sensitive and temperamental this
week. Key 1ssues mvolve romantic disappointment or
last-minute s?cial delays. Over the next few days, expect
group d~nam1cs or soc1al expectations to shift. At present,
clos~ fn7nds may focus on long-term social alliances.
~VOid mmor po~ver struggles. This isn't the appropriate
ume for proud displays or public confrontations.
Gemini. (May 2 1 -Ju~e 21). Social events and family
gathenngs Will be productive this week. After a brief period of thoughtfulness or social withdrawal a fresh wave of
involvement, interest and group identity 'is due 10 arrive.
Over the next few days, explore all social openings and
:om.muc proposals. Loved ones will welcome the change.
rhursday through Saturday, rest and avoid the bold, selfrnvolved types.
Cancer (June 22-July 22). Over the next few days,
facts, figures or calculations may be imponant. Watch
home financ~s or private invcslments carefully for mistakes or forgotten comm itments. Although home sccuritv
is increas!ng, minor details and rev ised daily duties may
be annoy mg. Expect added tasks or costly renovations.
Docu.ments may als_o be affected. Thoroughly study rules
and hmll>. After Fnday, SOCial promises arc valid. Watch
for friends and lovers to be brutally honest.
Leo (July 23 -Aug. 22). Subtle hints from friends or
relatives are on the agenda this week. At present, loved
ones may be sens itive or distrustful of new proposals.
Areas affected are financial requests, rare social alliances
or delicate career negotiat ions. Business opportunit ies are
expanding, but they must do so at an appropriate pace.
Carefully consider all options. After Wednesday, romantic
discussions will be intense. Quickly find common ground
and a new understanding.
Virgo {Aug. 23-Sept. 22). Romantic intentions and
long-term fam ily plans will be made obvious. Before midweek, expect both lovers and close rel atives to openly di scuss future goals. This is a positive time 10 search out
greater emotional commitments. Expect security and
romantic intimacy to steadily increase. Single Virgos can

CZl

•

. Ltbra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). En:otional decis_ions or
fa'!'IIY n_egotmllons may be f':llstratmg before m!dweek.
Mmor dtsputes or subtle tensiOns wtll be annoy mg. All
passes qu1ekly. Pace yourself and watch for a valid change
of~t.utu?e. Late Wednesday, financ1al and family res~onS1bil1ty mcreases. Expe~t loved ones to propose rev1sed
schedul~s or shared dut1es. After Thu~sd_ay, follow your
firstm.stmcts and exp lore a new romantic mterest. Passmn
attraction and renewed confidence are featured.
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21). This week, friends and
relatives may view highly emotional issues as practical or
mu~dane. Don't be derai led. Recent changes in fami ly or
soc1al roles may cause loved ones to need extra time to
make peace with yesterday's mistakes. Emotional security and predictability may be key issues. In the coming
weeks, expect disjointed progress but worthwhile gains.
After Saturday, renee! on future plans. New ground rules
or agreements may be needed.
Sagi ttarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 2 1). Late Tuesday,
friends and romantic partners may di sagree on important
social events or family plans. Group schedules, invitations
or social alliances may be key influences in close relationships. For the next few days, expect loved ones to be
moody and self invohed. Avoid social discussions and
conOicts. This is not a good time to press for revealing
re>ponscs or final answers. After Friday, physica l health
returns. Expect increased vitality and optim ism.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). I rome comforts and
minor fami ly changes will be productive before midweek.
Expect loved ones to suggest fresh routines, fa~t revisions
or new home duties. Let others take the initiative in home
matters. At present, emotional direction and daily planning are best left to those with the most time invested.
Over the next few days, watch financial documents carefully. ll idden restrictions or time-sensitive clauses may
soon be at issue.
Aq uar 1•11 s (Jan. 2 !-Feb. 19). Bank records and omcia! documents from large agencies may require special
attention. Expect a bothersome wave of business mistakes
and annoying fi nancial delays to arrive. Be prepared to
defend your actions or recent ideas. Authority figures may
request detailed explanations or secondary documents.
After Wednesday, a friend or relative will be introspective. Don't push for fast answers. Private romantic decisions may be at issue.
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Late Tuesday, a close
relative may be frustrated concerning recent fin anc ial disappointments or delayed business decisions. Workplace
pride, newly proposed projects and social acceptance may

-i_-)

.1;"-lllere· Tl~ Concirt Ha~
When. Monday, Nov. 12 all 2:30p.m
Jamos Alan McPherson Rudong

:
•
•

Where: Hokin Aud1tonum

~

•
•
:
•
•
•

•

When: Mon<lay.Nov. l2at 7 p.m
20Quosdons:TheArtoftholntONiow
~
Where: Conaway Center
When. Tue.Oay, Nov. 13 at 2 P m.
OtoneAckennanreadofromhorbook.Cu/llvatlngOellghf
Wtt<re: 1104 s. Wabash
When: Wednesday. Nov, 14 012.30 p.m.
screening and ~lscuooton with Anthony Dominici, producer of
"R••I World Chicago•
Where: 11 04 s. Wabash. room 302
When· Wednosday. Nov. 14 •• 6 p.m.
U Young Leo roads with Dinty Moore, author of Tho Accidental

~

•

W11et"e. Tho concert 1-1••

•

WMn Thursday, Nov. 15 at 7.30 P"'
Video screening, reception and panol dltcusslon
Where: Ho~"' Gallery
When: R•day. Nov. 16 at <:30 p.m.
lranl•n W<>men: Tho Legal Structures of Family and the Qucot for
Identity
Vlhem: Tne Dance Cenler
When: Fr<day. Nov.16 ate p.m.

Tha nksgiving Schedule 2001

1C PM

*

Holiday Schedul e 2001-2002

DRINK SPECIALS!

*NO COVER!

alirvec:>ne
2683 N. Halsted
Chicago, IL
IFYOU PURCHASETHECDATMIDNIGHT
YOU WILL RECEIVE A SPECIAL BONUS DISC
ENTITLED JUDAS 0 RILEY WITH 16 8 -SIDE TRACKS!

Mon Oec.lO

NO SHOW
Men Dec.17
NO SHOW
Mon Dec.24

2+5pm
Mon Dec.l 1

fi(W"""""
4,7+10prn

Wed Dec.11
Bpm
Tue Oec.l8 Wed Oec.l9
Bpm
5+8pm
Tue Dec.25 Wed Dec.26
DUUmiASDAY
2.5+8pm
Tue Dec.11

Thu Oec.13

Bpm

Fri Oec.14

Bpm

7+10pm

Thu Oec.20

Fri Dec.21

lllW'ttAII'"SOAY
l.~pm

2.5+8pm

4.7+10pm

Thu Dec.27

Fri Dec.28

Sat Dec.15
4.7+10pm
Sat Oec.11
4.7+10pm

Sun Oec.16

Sun Dec.JO

1.4+7pm
Sun Dec.2l

1,4+7pm

2.5+8pm

4.7+10pm

Sat Dec.19
4.7+10pm

Wed Jan.2

Thu Jan.J

5+8pm

5+8pm

FriJan.4

Sat Jan.S

Son Jan.6

4.7+10pm 4.7+10pm

1.4+7pm

'"SHOW

Tue Jan.l

1.4+7pm
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be key. Don't expect clear explanations or reliable
answers. By early next week, a new attitude and social
outlook will emerge. Allow loved ones extra time to
adjust to changing daily roles and difficult social circumstances and all will be well.
If your birthday is this week ... love and romantic
fulfillment will be a top priority. Many Scorpios arc ending a particularly draining period of miscommunications
between loved ones. Passionate encounters and renewed
fai th in long-term relationships wil l be strong themes in
the coming months .

Greatest Hits
Midnight Sale J Release Party!

GIVEAWAYS!

•

•
•
:

Where: 731 s. Ptymouti> court
When: Wednesday. Nov. 14 a17 p.m.
ChlcagoJau En•emble in concert
Where: The Concert HaU
When: Wednosday, Nov. 14 at 7 p.m.
Frank Dawson shows off
'll'hor•: The Concert Hail
Wnen: Thursday. Nov. 15 ait2:30 p.m
Sunray:' Film Socl•iy pr..onts "Soul Food"
Where: 1104 s. Wabash Screemng Room 302
When·Thur$day. Nov. IS,a6pm.
Author Michael Steinberg and NPR cosoylot Joe Mack•ll read
Where· 110• s. Wabash
When"Thun.day. Nov. 15 at 2 p.n>.
Ryan Cohan CD ....... conc.rt

the smashing pumpkins "A Sensation."_,.,..,...
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REGULAR SCHEDULE

Tuo e. Wed e. ThY e.

Fri 7•10, Sat 4,7+10,
Sun 3+6

COI'flACT IN FORMATION
Box Office 773.348.4000
~ 312.902.1500
Group Sales 773.348.3300

I

LOCATillN
Bnar Street Thea tre
3133 North Halstod
Ch1cago. IL

1.800.BLUEMAN I www.blucman.com
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But as owner Peter Poulos, son o£ the
restaw:!lllt namesake Margie Poulos_, simu.lated an intimate moment with me over a
k:iddy fudge sundae last week, l was proven
Alll have to say to Peter is lhatlove' de•fintitti.IY··in the air when a sundae is
at ,Margie's. I don't lcnow
like he said, b\lt it cer'""'at<,oth;emood. Romance over
w~lJ\SlOO<J ,the
of time.

every student 's plight in the mission for
better Chicago living is to seek our the perfect
restaurants, bars, clubs and cafes. While
Columbia's hands-on mission extends boundlessly throughout the arts and media worlds,
it is equally important for students of these
worlds to exercise their own hands-on mission-to indulge and enjoy themselves in
their free time.
Few locations in our city have the potential
to satisfY the perpetually searching Columbia
student's palate and desire for ambiance.
Read the Chronicle's "Chicago Finds" each
week as a guide in yow continuing quest for
pleasure.
.

l 'also

When swanky bars and sexy lounges have
grown tiresome after a long hot night on the ·
toWn, it's either time to call it qu,its or tonejt
doWn. With briskly cold nights approaching, <
a ~alk on ~chigan Avenue will soon ceas~ , EnJoY a sundae at Margie's, 1960 N. 1Nfllltii'R·~~v!.
to be an opt1on. So bef!>re candles and Sade dflllltrt In your stomacli.· '
prove too much toning down back at the .
·"'
apartment, getting intimate with your date
and.a sundae from Margie's might be the best
idea yet.
'
With a generously expressive four-page
menu dedicated almost solely to des~rts of
virtually everyone's delight, this old-time ice
cream, candy and soda-pop parlor offers little
pleasures to be desired.
Share one of Margie's ')umbo creations,"
the Eiffel Tower, atomic buster or cherries
jubilee. Get an individual fudge atomic sundae, coco-loco sundae, pecan sundae or even
a jumbo sundae, all with your choice of particulars.
Or, possibly, one of Margie's banana splits
will do the trick. With split choices of hot
fudge, hot caramel, chocolate honeycomb
chip or fresh raspberry, these splits are not to
be taken lightly. And these are just a few of
tbe 50 splits available at Margie's.
· •if? """' ~· r
Even ordering one of these tasty desserts will send your taste buds into an ·"atomic"
··
~
.
.•
frenzy. Trust me and try it: "I'll have one jumbo fudge atomic sundae, please." Say · ·About creating a Margie's II; Po'ulos
his plans a mystery. "The mayor is try~.~
it out loudly once and you'll see what I mean. But don't forget to ask for extra cher- ~ ingtoconvinceus to go downtown," Poulos said. "I don't know. The rent's too high."
•
Rather comfortable in his family-owned and handed-down business, Poulos put an
ries when you're actually at Margie's.
0
Witb all this excitement about ordering what just could be the best dish of ice cream end to my q_uestions, .reminding me of my melting sundae: ,.
,
you've ever tasted, it can be easy to forget about the date you brought there to begin
Margie's, 1960 N. Weste,m Ave., is open daily and holidays, 9 a.m. to ~dnight.

By Pablo E. Gutierrez
Staff Writer
Chicago's Lakeview neighborhood has a well-kept
secrel that is out of the ordinary, called the Technicolor
Kitchen.
The restaurant, with its unonhodox fa~ade composed of
sheets of aluminum and a three-layer tubular crown, is the
odd locale that, with its uniqueness, awakens your curiosity and appetite.
In a neighborhood in which most restaurants and stores
have the typical mom-and-pop se mblance, the
Technicolor Kitchen stands out with its purple· lit sign and
pecul iar design. Five irregularly shaped windows compie·
ment the futuristic decor.

Right after you walk in, you are bombarded by the rich
and fresh colors that adorn each wall with psychedelic
designs. The tables are small and surrounded by oddly
shaped, colored chairs. At the far end of the restaurant,
there is a well-stocked bar with an amorphous shape that
welcomes you. Un like other restaurants, the Technicolor
Kitchen is we ll-lit, and its music selection is contemporary and varied.
This is definitely not your typical hangout, but it can be
the ideal place to take a first date. They have a wide selection of wines, most of which are served by the bottle,
including selections from Australia, France, Napa Valley
and Germany, with prices ranging from $6 per glass and
up.
The oddness of the Technicolor Kitchen's exterior is
compensated for by their cordial service and creative food
presentation. Their cuisine is Contemporary American;
unfonunatc ly, their menu is far from extensive, with only
a limited array of dishes.
lf you choose to venture and experience something hip
and difTcrcnt, try the wild mushroom risotto wilh parmesan cheese and white truffle oil, or the French· imponed
Foi Gras with a glass ofValckcnberg Riesling to kick stan
your appet ite in a hypnotic gastronomic experience.
Other selections include grilled salmon with pan-fried
noodles, braised lamb shanks on mushed potatoes or
saut~ed breast of chicken on chipotle pinto beans. The
Kitchen offers a vegetarian dish of the duy, which proves
to be as tasty und colorful as the others.
For dc~scrt , they recommend the crisp plum strudel with
raspberry sorbet or the curumcl npplc brcnd pudding with
carnmcl geluto, nccompnnicd with nn after dmner glnss of
Frungelico or Porto.
For two years, the restnurnnt hns relied on the culinnry
tutelage of Executive Chef Poul Mccclu, who wns nwurd·
cd the Natlonol Culinary Excellence Medallion th is pust
October. Amoria other distinctions, www.zusut.com voted
them of the belt restaurants In the city, und they w111 soon
be featured In MTV'1 "Real World."

Michael Schmidt/Chronicle

The Technlcolor Kitchen, a view from the outside (left) and
a view from the Inside (above), shows the psychedelic
decor that makes the restaurant unique.

The Technicolor Kitchen, 3210 N. Lincoln Ave., opens
nt 5:30 p.m. 1\1csduy through Sundny. During the week·
end, you should cull uhead nnd mnkc a reservation
because it Is quite busy. There is vnlut purking, und smokIng nnd non-smoking sections urc nvuilnblc. Cignr smok·
lng Is not permitted nnd dress is cnsunl-fonnnl.
Price rllfliCS from $35-$45 !Jilr person, but It is well
worth it. They accept all mt\lor credit cards nnd it Is accessible to the disabled. To make rescrvntlol\s call (773) 665·
2111 or visit www,tcQiullcolorkltchcn.cotn.
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INVITE YOU AND A GUEST TO A SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!

<

Stop by the Chronicle OHice (Room 205, Wabash Building)
to pick up a complimentary pass (good for two)
to a special a.dvance screening of SIDEWALKS OF NEW YORK
on Monday, November 19th at Landmark's Century Centre Cinema.
Passes are available while supplies last on a first-come, first-served basis.
One pass per person. No purchase necessary.
Employees of all promotional partners and their agencies are not eligible.

IN THEATERS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 21ST!
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By Melissa DeJohn
Staff writer
"!lave you ever had a dream that
burned within your soul? When everything you ever wished for seems so far
away? I lave you ever had a dream you
fee l will go to waste? Have you ever fe lt
that you would dream your life away?"
Flathead Fillups is attempting to
answer the questions their song " I lave
You Ever" poses. The band has played
with large label bands from the Star
Plaza to the Metro to local bars in and
around the Chicagoland area.
" It was nice playing a large venue with
a good P.A. system," sa id Pat Ha lloran,
lead singe r of Fl athead Fillups. "Play ing
at the Star Plaza was a step up from bars.
We have played with large labe l bands
before.
We played w ith Un io n
Underground not too long ago, and coming up in December we are play ing an all
ages show with Dust for Life."
Flathead Fillups started out playing
mostly Creed and Pearl Jam covers, but
now their show consists mostly of the
band's own music, with some covers
tossed in every now and then.
"We are breaking away fro m play ing
cover songs, and coming more into our
own," Halloran said . "We have rea lly
started to erow as a band."
Bands often try to come up with unique
names, Flathead Fill ups came up with an

Photo courtesy of www.flatheadfillups.com

ironic name because they wanted someth ing that couldn 't possibly exist.
"The original band name was Flathead
Phillips, like the screwdrivers," Halloran
said. " I am a big Led Zeppe lin fan, and I
wanted an ironic name like theirs. We
changed the spelling of Phillips to
Fi llups because we did not want to get
sued for using an actual company's
name. Since we changed it to Fillups its
more along the lines of having a drink,
and filling up a glass."
The members of Flathead Fillups now
pr ide themselves on writing and recording their own music. Johnny K, the same
producer who worked with Disturbed on
their first album, produced Flathead
Fill ups' first demo album.
"A lot of events that happen in my life
influence my music," Halloran said.
" Most of my songs come from day to day

No sex in the salsa:
Enrique Iglesias fails to induce sultry romps
By Laura A. Pllego
Staff writer
The latest album from Latin pop
sensation Enrique Iglesias, Escape,
was released on Oct. 30.
Like
lelesias' other four albums, it
inevitably touches on the theme of
love. llowever, this album does
appear to be more risque with songs
like "Love 4 Fun," "One l\ight Stand"
and "She be the One." They have
more of a sexual appeal to them than
his usual soft. melodic pop-ballads.
Escape conta ins I 0 songs written in
English and three composed in
Spanish. Escape is meant for people
to just listen to in the car at their home
without skipping from song to song
and allowing them to escape, Iglesias
said in a recent interview with MTV's
Suchin Pak.
The title track is a love song very
appealing to the ear. The lyrics are
mesmerizing and the music is di vine,
but the album really is not a ll that
great with the except ion of iWO other
songs.
Esca pe featu res another great
Iglesias song. " llero," in both English
and Spanish interpretations. This
song has received great recognition
since Ig lesias performed it at the
"America: A Tribute to lleroes"
telethon, whic h raised more than
$200 million for victims of the Sept.
II terrorist attacks.
A love song, " I fero" has been interpreted in other meaningful ways since
Iglesias' appearance on the telethon .
The tit le is what stands out the most
in connection to those rescuers who
died in the heroic attempt to save
lives. The words to this song in
Spanish read, "Si pudicra scr tu hcroc
I Si pudiera ser tu dios I Que salvarte
a ti mil veces I l'uede scr mi salvacibn."
If the English ve r~ ion were translated to have the same meaning it
would read like thb: " If I cou ld he
your hero I If I could be your god I
'f hat ~ aving you a thousand time~ I
Cou ld he my ~a lvation . "
'f he word ~ in the Span is h vcrsiou
re late more ~igni fkantly to the
tragedy. Even though " ll ero" continue, to be a love song, it ta lks
ahout try iug to ,ave ~omcone, of

living. I write songs that people can
re late to because they are based on real
events. Since Sept. II, 1 have written two
new songs. One of the songs is called
'Unt il We Meet Again.' It is about a man
calling his wife to say goodbye j ust
before he dies."
The song starts off describing members
of the Taliban celebrating because their
plot to hurt the U.S. was effective, but in
reality they are showing their ignorance
because they blame us for all the problems they encounter. It then changes perspecti ve of a man who calls his wife from
one of the hijacked planes, to say goodbye.
"Society disengaged by the ignorance
of man ," Halloran sings. "They raise
their glasses fu ll of blood. Trapped
inside he calls his wife to say goodbye.
To swear, one last time of his love, he
cries, 'Oh, all I ever wanted was everything, everyth ing I ever found in you.'
So say goodbye to all my loved ones.
Remember that I am always there for
you, until we meet again."
Halloran said that he doesn' t have any
special rituals for writing lyrics, but
sometimes he will have an idea and he
just has to start writing.
"Sometimes Rob (Flathead's guitarist)
will have some music written, and I'll
pick up a vibe, or feel out what he is
going for with the sound , and write a
song from there," Ha lloran said. "When
I hear the music I can fee l the direction I
want to take the lyrics."

Staff writer

wanting to provide salvation and of
becom ing a hero. The English version doesn' t have anything worded
in similar terms, so it doesn't connect.
The mus ic track in the se songs is
the same in bot h English and
Spanish, and the lyrics undeniably
also go with the beat, but once translated they don't have the same
impact. In the English version they
tend to lose their context.
Yes, the beat is s till enticing, but
the ro manti c vibe is not as strong.
! lis Spanish songs are more profound and they have a stronge r sentiment. "Don' t Turn Off the Lights
(Spanish version)" is a nothe r song
I can lis te n to non-stop. It 's just a
fres h song fi ll ed with an energizing
beat.
T he o ther songs didn't
im press me at a ll.
This is not one of Iglesias' best
albums, and certain ly doesn' t match
up to his self-titled 1995 debut, which
contains beautiful songs with intoxicating lyrics, a ll writte n in Span ish.
The fact that Iglesias composes in two
languages is great, but the Spanish
songs contain the perfect bleud or
word ~ that really penetrate the soul. I
would not go as far as to compare him
to Ricky Martin because Iglesias de finitely has his own style. l ie writes
mo't of' hi s songs and he writes to
in ~pire love. But to heur him sing
English sougs is like listeniug to 'N
Sync singing in Spanish. The words
lose their llu vor in the truuslntiun.

Flathead
Flllups lead
Singer Pat
Halloran
in one his
many
intensive
performance
stances. The
local rocker
and his band
play at a
variety of
venues in the
Chicago area.

Iggy no longer pops
By Melissa DeJohn

Enrique Iglesias success is plum·
meting.

When the band put out their first album
it was featured on www.garage band.com
as a band that sounded a lot li ke C reed.
Since then the band has taken their sound
to a different le vel.
"When we did our first demo we did
have an accidental Creed sound to us
because we were playing a lot of Creed
and Pearl Jam covers," Halloran said.
" It doesn' t bother me that we are being
compared to band like Creed because I
have a low baritone voice like the lead
singer Scott Strapp, but at the same time
you do not want people to think you are
ripping off someone else's sound."

l·le 's known to a younger generation as
the guy whose songs appeared in a car
commercials and movie soundtracks. To
their parents, he is known as the lead singer
of the early 1970's bleakest rock band, the
Stooges. Yet others see him as a singer
who just needs to retire already.
And after almost 30 years in the spotlight,
it's definitely time for lggy Pop to think
more about his retirement than his next
album .
Pop, a.k.a. James Newell Osterberg, has
withstood the ever-changing music scene
by marching to the beat of his own drum,
and came to be known as one of rock's few
great survivors. Unfortunately, the beat of
his drum docs not tune his voice to hit an
even flow of lyrics.
lggy Pop recently released his 16th album,
Beat 'Em Up, which is the fo llow-up
a lbum to 1999's Avenue B. This is Pop's
firs t attempt at produc ing an entire album
on his own.
Avenue B was a confessional of sorts.
Pop fans were able to connect with the
other side o f the rock-star persona, and Pop
brought his music to a new level. With the
release of Beat 'Em Up, Pop fans can
surely expect something different from
Avenue B. The album is fashioned like his
older music, but lacks its power.

In the song "Mask" Pop asks, " Where is
the soul, where is the love, where am I, and
which mask are you?" Instead of posing
the question to his listeners, perhaps Pop
should ask those questions of himself
Maybe he will discover the soul and love
that seems to be lacking in this album.
Pop fans shouldn't waste money that
would be bener spent on his classic recordings with the Stooges on this not-so-timeless claptrap.
The first few seconds of the album start
off strong with a great beat, and amazing
guitar riffs, and then the singing begins. At
least, it's what Pop's interpretation of
singing is. Only a tone-deaf person could
sit back and enjoy whatever Pop's message
is.
The 72 tortuous minutes of this album live
up to the titles of their songs: "Howl,"
"Death is Certain," " It's All S-" and
"Ugliness." Those are all titles to songs
from the a lbum, but with the purchase of
Beat 'Em Up, not only does one receive
great song titles like these, but the same
emotional content.
Maybe "Howl" is a new trend just waiting to make its move on the music scene,
and maybe if one could get past the annoying noises that seem to burst out every few
eight-co unts, then one could recognize an
amazing instrumental that could exist just
fine without the lyrics and noises. Pop
could have been more creative than howling over the technolog ical advances that
create the songs we love and cherish today.
Pop starts off "Death is Certain" by wailing along with once again another great
beat destroyed by Pop's incessant moaning.
" His death is certain and sure, that's why
you got to let it die," Pop sings. It is
advice which he should follow himself
rather than dish out.
No song other than " It's All S- " could
best describe this album: "if it walks like
s- , ta lks likes- , it must be s- ."
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DO YOU SMOKE?
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University of Chicago

RECOMMENDS

RESEARCH SUBJECTS
WANTED!!

Mitchell Pacelle takes us behind the scenes
in a bizarre drama of greed, rivalry,
duplicity, and betrayal surrounding
America's premier skyscraper.

WHO is eligible?
);>
);>

);>

Healthy smokers
Ages 21 -65
Smoke 15+ cig/day

··

.

-

$175-250 compensation
2-3 overnight stays
);>
Free parking in covered
garage
Laboratory study testing the effects of
medication (Naltrexone) on smoking
response. Routine medical procedures
performed.
Studies conducted by Dr. King in Dept.
of Psychiatry.
For more info, call Kelly
(773) 834-3878 9am-5pm M-F.
);>

~

Study Inc ludes:
_ .,__,,... __, ___,_,_

);>
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Co/umb1a College Chicago

www.ColumbiaChronicle.com

ADVERTISE
AND REACH THOUSANDS OF COLLEQE STUDENTS

CALL 312-344-7432
FOR OUR MEDIA GUIDE

"As much a tribute to the power of music
as it is a Holocaust memoir. .. a deeply
affecting story of a love that survived the
terrors of WWII."
•

••
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-Publisher's Weekly
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"An engaging biography of a giant in
American journalism whose name is
attached to the most prestigious award
in the profession."
-Book list
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A

C olumbia Bookst ore
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Columbia College Chicago

Earn Free Books!
See store for details

Torco Bldg • ph: 312/427-4860 • efollett.com

w1111.ColumbiaChronicle.com
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Campus . Sports . A&E . Commentary .
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()lassifieds
Interested tn En-t repreneurial
bustness opportunity that you
can build wh ile you are going to
school and fund your future. Call
Toll Free 1-888-4 50-2842

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Wcaselllkc
mamr1al
6 RcstiP.ss dcstrc

WANTED ! SPRING BREAKERS! Sun Coast Vacations
wa nts to send you on Spring
Break to Cancun, the Bahamas,
Jamaica. or M azatlan FOR
FREE! To find out how, ca ll 1888-777-4642 or e-mail
sales@sun coastvacations.com.

10 l nclurc

14 Bo ol use
15 Con rral part
16 Targotlor Rot1n
A

t7

ll~r-ancHuel
I'OO(Qf

19 March Maoness
letters

20 Dutch cheese
?1 Rodcaos
23 Anstocrat
? 7 Gauge po1nter
26 Lo110n 1ngred ent
29 G>"t
31 Lock of ha~r
32 One under pa r
35 Varn1sh

SPRING BREAK PARTY!
Indulge in FREE Travel, Drink,
Food, and Parties with the Best
DJ's and celebrities in Cancun,
Jamaica . Mazatlan. and the
Bahamas. Go to
StudentCity.com , call 1-800-2931443 or
sales@suncoastvacatio ns.com
to find out more.

tngredtent

37 Male ch1ld
36 Tornado
40 H tgh mountatn

43 Not here
44 Hot dog
46 Ctao. 111 Hawait

49 Appendage
51 Le1 11 stand
52 Po1 tray
54 Christmas
season

57 Aligh t at the
station
59 Decorate anew

60 "Baltle Cry
author
61 Arrange m

proper orde·
66 Pan ol a dollar
67 Gambling game
68 Quotes as an
authortty

69 U'leasy
70 D1d 1n
71 Domesticates
DOWN
1 Pouch

2 Ms Garoner
3 Exclude
4 Prtnted lies

5 Dodge
6 "The

Cometh"

~ 7'001 Tr.Ou"e Medi •

Ser•o,co•. tnc

All rf9hl • r•sorv-.d

7 small ch1ld
6 Ag,cultural y1eld
9 Long-necked
wader

10 Portable lamp
11 Agreo
12 Entanglements
13 Makes fun 0 4

16 Ewe's mate
22 Go to bed
23 Captures
24 Medley
25 Brought tnto
E::!X IStePce

26
30
33
34
36

Type ol rhyme?
Wager
Cornell s c1ty
Lamb's rnom
StiiCh

Want to sell your Term Paper?
Earn $30 for selling your term
papers or essays o n o u ~ site .
www.SeiiYourTermpapers.com
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and m ore per
survey!
www.money4 opinions.com
www.elijahmuhammadbooks.co
m FREE CATALOG! The source
of Malcolm X , Farrakhan, and
Muhammad A lt. FREE Message
To The Blackman Quarterly
Magazine w ith request . (770 )
907-2212
PLACE Y OUR CLASSIFIED AD
ONLINE 24 f7. GO TO ...
www.COLUMBIACHRONICLE.com
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39 Autnor Levm

40 Opposed
41 Invented !acts
42 Rose or Best
43 Crav1ng hqu1d

45 Latvia's ne1ghbor
4 6 C 1te as pert nent

47 Looked lust1ly

48 Mak1ng a ChOICe
50 Newsman
Edward R.
53 Lyme d1sease
transmitters

55 GUided
56 Dec1ee

56 Cowa rd of note
62 Small holt
63 S dispenser's
letters

64 1 hree-way

All Areas! No Brokers!
201-265-7900

Ju nction

65 Double curve
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BROWN BUCKS

Food Lovers Dream

Get as much as $23,000*
In FREE COLLEGE MONEY

Daily Specials, Great Soups,
Gyros, Salads, Milkshakes,
Vegetarian Food, Hot
Sandwiches & Subs.

• $3,000 paid each year in college tuition (ma xim um benefit SlS,OOO)
• $2,000 paid each year in student loan money (m a xim um b en e fi t $8,0 00)
UPS will repay the principal loan borrowed, up to 100%
The longer you stay, the more we'll repay!

That's S23,000 In Brow n Bucks!

PACKAGE HANDLERS
Steady, Part-nme Jobs • S8.50-S9.50/hour
Weekends & Holidays Off • Paid Vacations
Consistent Work Schedule • Great Benefits

ADDISON

HODGKINS
(1-55 & 1-294 • South Suburbs)
Ph: 1-883-4UPS-JOB

(Army Trail & l ombard Rds.)
Ph: 630-626-3717

Access Code: 4417

424 S. Wabash
312-554-1215

PALATINE

DOWNTOWN CHICAGO

(Hicks &. Rand Rds.)
Ph: 847-705-6025

(1400 S. Jefferson St. • Loop)
Ph: 312-997-3749

NORTHBROOK
(Shermer & Willow Rds.)
Ph: 847-480-6788

Please call our facilities d irect

or call our 24 hour job line at:

1-888-4UPS-JOB
Acceu Code: 4417

- . u psEARNandLEARN.com

I* I
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Soups Chili C
Offee

A Cup A Joe At The

Underground Cafe
Basement of the Main Building
Open: Monday - Thursday 8:00AM - 6:30 PM
Friday 8:00AM - 3:00 PM
Also visit the

&laSS Curtait~ Cafe ,11 04 S. Wabash , and the "okit~ (~e "ouSe,623 s. Wabash.
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Fire close to staying in Chicago
By Gregory Lopes
Assistant Sports Editor
After several months of negotiations,
the Chicago Fire and the Chicago Park
District are close to striking a deal to
ensure Chicago as the Fire's future
home, officials from the Park District
and the Fire said.
The Fire, at one point on their way to

each proposal stipulates future construction of a new stadium specifically
built for soccer; Soldier Field is a football first venue. Each proposal would
also improve the team's economic
agreement with the Park District by
allowing the Fire to participate in
Soldier Field revenues, Wilt said.
"We would have access to revenues
from merchandise, concessions, pennanent stadium signage, and seat revenue," Wilt said. "Currently we don't
share in those revenues."
Officials from the Park District have
met with the Fire several times since
October about the Fire's most recent
proposals and, the meetings have gone
well and a new lease is imminent,
according to Angelynne Amores,
spokesperson fo r the Park District.
"We have Soldier Field, a world-class
stadium. We know people enjoy soccer
and feel people should watch a worldclass sport in a world-class stadium,"
Amores said. "Our goal is to keep the
Fire in Chicago."
Amores declined to say whether a new
stadium would be included in the new ·
agreement.
Wilt also believes the deal is probable
but concedes that if the Park District
cannot find a place for the Fire to play
while Soldier Field is under renovation
and the financial tenns:ofthe Fire's proposal are not met, the team will look for
another place to play outside of
Chicago.
"The Park District has always respected the Fire," Wilt said. "Leading up to
the first season, they were skeptical
about soccer in Chicago, but the Fire
has proved a valuable business venture
and entertainment resource for the city
Mike Schmidt/Chronicle and Park District."

Arlington Heights, and the Park
District, still grappling in court to
secure the $606 million renovation of
Soldier Field, seem to have found common ground this month with the Fire's
latest proposal for a new lease.
Fire General Manager Peter Wilt said
the team sent the Park District proposals
in mid-October and early November,
but declined to say what the most recent
proposal contained. However, Wilt said

Speculation about the team building a
SIS million stadium at the University
of Illinois at Chicago is no longer a
possibility. According to Wilt the
team had discussions with administrators from UIC, but the Jack of land at
the college prevented a stadium being
built.
A new lease for the Fire is necessary
because of the proposed renovation of
Soldier Field. The renovation plans
have yet to be ratified, but Amores
said that some utility work is already
under way. Assuming renovation
begins in the spring of 2002, no team
will be able to play in the stadium until
renovation is complete. /\mores said
the construction project would last 2024 months.
Last season the Fire's attendance
jumped 22 percent, and the team made
it to the post season for the third time
in its four-year stint in the MLS. The
team is drawing an average of about
16,000 fans a game, according to a
recent press release from the team.
The rise in attendance and the team's
success on the field is evidence the
Fire belong in Chicago, Wilt ~aid.

Coming next week: The
debut of Boardin' with
Bill.
Commentary editor
William Gorski's new
weekly column will take
reader's into the world of
skate boarding.

Expos' imminent demise sign of baseball times
By Kevin B. O'Reilly
Copy Chief
What do Pedro Martinez.
Johnson,
Larry
Randy
Walker, Cliff Floyd, Jeff
Shaw and Moi ses Alou have
in common? If you guessed
each and every one of these
all-stars began their majorleague careers with the now
endangered Montreal Expos
before moving on to greener
pastures, either through trade
or free agency, you're right.
Either way, there is one rea~on why these great player\
do not play in Montre al
today: money. And n's the
reason wh y, if things go
according tu plan, the Expos
wi ll Jo in team s like the
Buffalo Bi:,on> and Louisvill e
C'olone ), in the du, tbin of
iJa,cba ll hi\tory.
Major-le • gue ha\eha ll owner•, mtt J.o •. t Monday, in
J(o\c rrHJnt, anti ('wnrni o.,'-lioncr

Bud '>clig annouo.ced that at
le<: •.t two teaon\ woll be e limi nated fro m the h1g leagues
nc• t year. I le did not '"Y
whith two club• woJuld get
the a•e . but everyone around
ha•oe hall ha·, been a' k ing, "So,
I I ' •, the J·.xro' and who ci•c'!"
Mont rea fin1 • hed 6X-<J4 this
year, drawing ju•t over 7500
people pe r game , almo't
4,fJ(JfJ l e •o~ than rn 21JfJ(J 111
.,pile of havi ng ahmini ncule
paymll, ranked 2X 1 out of 10
tcarnn ;1t \14 1nillion, the
l'.xpo• wi ll ntill lo11c \2 0 mililoll thi n ye:o r
'I hey nrc
expc~fctl to only gmnB $20 .'

million, whereas the Yankees'
projected revenue is $210
million.
Expos fans shouldn't be
b lamed for the sorry state of
their ballclub. In all honesty,
team ownership can't be
blamed either. They have
done the only thing they
could do as a small-market
team: focus their energies on
developing top-notch farm
talent which they jettison as
soon as they ncar free agency
or start as king for too much in
arbitration. Former manager
Felipe Ainu did a heroic job
of putting a fa irly competitive
team on the field year after
year. Alou wa\ fired midway
through 200 I for fai ling to
make the Expos a winner,
walk on water and perform
other miracles. Eve n Alou
admits that Expos fans arc not
to blame.
"The fans have seen onr
bc:,t players leave and they
kept con1ing hac k, whether it
was 2,000 or 20,000," A lou
told /Ja.vehu/1 Weekly "rhc
fan ' have been abused f(Jr
yea!\ ."
Think about I his: in I 9<J1,
the ),xpos fin ished two games
be hind the J>hilli es in second
pla ce in the National LeaKue
East with a 114-f>X record. In
I 9'14 the Expo" owned the
he qt record in ha, eha ll at 24
ga mes over .500, s ix games
ahead of At),,nta in the N.J..
Ea•t. when the scU, <III W I" c ut
•hort by the pluycrs ' strik e.
Who WI" 1111 thut tcum'l In
addition to Wulkcr, Alou ,
Martinet., Floyd IIIUI Shuw,

there was John Wetteland,
Jeff Fassero, Mel Rojas, Kirk
Reuter, Gil Heredia, Marquis
Grissom
and-on
the
bench!-Rondell White.
So what happened? The bill
for the Expos' young talent
came due and the club couldn't pay it. They were traded or
they moved on to teams with
the wherewithal- and the big
local TV deals- to pay them
what they were worth.
It's one thi ng for a team to
be mismanaged. Certainly,
this is what the Cubs have to
thank more than anything else
for their ncar century of futility. Out at least the Cubs arc
in the game. They win or lose
based on choices they make
and on how the players they
put on the field perform. Rut
the Expos were out of the
game before they stepped
between the white lines. And
the fans knew it. Disgusted,
they decided not to take part
in a game as rigged as the ring
toss at the c.orniva l.
In I 994, the owners and
players cou ld n't work oJut u
way to uo the two things
baseball needs most badlyshare team revenues and put u
cap on pluycr sa laries.
Quality teums s hould of
course, make u bigger profit
than teams with poor ownership und c lueless nutnullemcnt. But there uu11ht 1<> he n
bu lnncc between what's best
fur indiviliuul owners und
what's best for the i!Utnc of
hn,chu ll itself.
Af\er ull, without competitive tc.auns, even the best

teams' victories begin to ring
hollow. George Steinbrenner
and the Yankees have the
arms of Curt Schilling and
Randy Johnson to thank for
sparing them the embarrassment of being exposed for
what they are: the beneficiaries of a modern-day fix as
vicious and cruel to baseball
fans as the one that Arnold
Ro thstein and the Black Sox
pulled back in 191 9.
Instead of fixing these prob-

welfare queen, White Sox
owner Jerry Reinsdorf. He
got his new Comiskey Park
and Tampa-St. Pete got the
Devil Rays. Talk about a raw
deal. The newest of a dozen
new stadiums is Pittsburgh's
PNC Park. Taxpayer.; can'tand
shouldn't-subsidize
baseball forever. The game
needs to find a way to keep all
of its clubs financially selfsufficient and competitive on
the field.

"Expos fans shouldn't
be blamed for the sorry
state of their ballclub."
)ems, the owners hnvc ngrced
to put ofT rencgotinting the
collecti ve burgnining ngreemcnt for yet unother ycnr a nd
nrc now pic king ofT the Tiny
Tims of mnjor-lenguc husebull. The Expos weren't able
to suve themselves by extorting Montrcnlcrs into funding
a retro bullpnrk thut would
muke the owners j!Obs of cnsh
und lcnve tuxpuycrs in the
lurc h decodes tlown the line.
Thut trend sturtctl with
everyone's fuvorlte corpomtc

This ycnr's World Series
showed us thnt the gnmc, at its
best, crcutcs drnmn unlike nny
other sport. But the flip sitlc
nf gume seven's grentncss a~
the rows und rows of empty
scats in Montrcul's Olympic
Studium .
Commissioner
Selig, the other owners, und
the pluycrs' union should not
let such n striking disparity
go on unuddrcsscd much
Jongcr--fllr their own i!OOd,
nllll for the gootl of the l!llmc
we nil cherish.
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Bears
Continued from back page

l'he basketball diary of JVIichael Oberholtzer

/

previous years too.
"The interest has gotten back in
• the black and blue divi sion," Front
Row Tickets Manager Kurt
Soderholm said. "Demand for (this
past weekend's game against the
Packers) has been very strong.
Both teams are battling for the top
spot."
According to Soderholm, endzone tickets for the Bear-Packer
game started at $200. Yard-line
seats started at $300. On average,
Front Row is selling about 10 tickets this year for every one ticket
sold last season.
Other than the high interest
games like the Packer one,
AP/Photo Gregory Smith Soderholm says prices are still reaJim Miller will have to become more
sonable for fans who want to head
efficient for the team to go deep in the out to Soldier Field and get a look
playoffs.
at the team in person.
" If they cont inue to play like
playing, prices will jump a
" We are selling everything. they're
little bit. But you can still get in
Jerseys, hats, sweatshirts, polo against ieams like Detroit or
shirts, flags, c ups, mugs, key Tampa Bay for about $85,"
chains-you name it."
Soderholm said. "Demand for alot
The hottest item is Brian of games later in the season is usuUrlacher jerseys, something Ogem ally dictated by the weather. If they
says her store can't keep in stock. continue to play well, weather conIf the Bears continue to play well,
diti ons will probably take a back
sales will stay strong, just in time seat."
for the holiday season.
If the Bears continue their strong
" If we still have anything left by play, their entire division will have
that time," Ogem said.
to do the same.
Ticket brokers are seeing more
demand for Bear tickets than. in

Editor's note: Michael Oberholtzer plays in the Columbia/Roosevelt intramu·
raJ league and has agreed to do a weekly diary telling Columbia readers ab_out
~is experi~n~es. As told to Sports Editor Scott Venci:
It was a little bit of a different setting this week. Team five, the team that I'm on,
isn't exactly where we need to be yet. We had to forfeit our game because we didn't
have enough of our players show up. Two weeks, two forfeits. Everyone was frustrat·
ed, but there were ·no fights.
We played a couple of pick-up games and I got to see my buddy Marley. We talked
about each other's mothers, we threw out a couple of cuss words--you know-we just
exchanged some pleasantries. We even dropped some dimes. It was all good. All in
all, it was good exercise being out on the court and playing some ball.
1 talked to the director of the league- his name is Mark-about my frustrations early
on with how my team is shaping up. Mark's a good guy. He's helping me with my
game, trying to improve my jump shot. I' m hoping that through hard work I can
become more of a double-threat type of player. I want to be able to shoot from both
the inside and outside. Players like that are tough to play defense against, and I plan
on being one of those players.
l fw~ can just_get our team together, I can see us going places in the next few week$.
Our teani-'-or .the four guys that play with me-lack chemistry. The team that we we(e
playing agairist in our pick-up game only had four players, and they still got a'sizeable le>~d on \IS. We got very frustrated and people, including myself, step~ed off their
leadership roles. Nothing was going in the bucket, and the team was getting upset at
one another. We baa five players against their four, and we just kept losing. It Jlfas
pathetic. Nobody was doing anything positive, unless you count fouling as a phiS.
One positive thing was that we displayed good Christian attitudes. It was a good
evel)ing, and I think that we have some openings for leaders on our team. In the future,
l have no doubt that we can get a few yvins under our belt. If things go really well, we
might-even be able to get a praptiee in. -Maybe we can have Marley come down and
play in a little scrimmage with us. We can work on some pressing, and some 2-3 zone.
We are finding that many of the teams have a Jot of athletic ability, but aren' t mentally in the game. We have to capitalize on that. Overall, we 5COred the second most
points in the league last week even though we lost. I look at that as a sign of some·
thing to build on. 0llf team is growirig, and we just have to stay focused and try to get
a good seed in the tournament at the end ofthe season.
•• 1
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The,. Chronicle's weekly guide to fantasy football
a game played by fallible humans who
chase a spheroid ball. Sometimes the
bounces go your way, other times they
do not, but rely on your gut instinct for
difficult decisions, not the " Web
experts."

3rd Down: The Match-Ups. Bye·
week team: Chiefs. For one week Trent
Green and Derrick Alexander wi ll not
be destroy ing their own fantasy teams
Cor~sponde~f _
throughout the land. Priest Holmes and
Tony Gonzalez will be missed, and the
tight end waiver wire
1st Down: The Rant. Baseball is
contracting, but a healthy NFL will be
could be utilized by
expanding by one team next year. The
many owners this
Houston Texans wi ll enter after the
week. If David Sloan
200 I season is completed. They will be
(Lions),
Alge
coached by !Prmer Carolina Panthers
Crump ler (Falcons),
Itula
Mili
head coach and Jacksonville Jaguars
defensive coordinator Dom Capers.
(Seahawks), Roland
This wi ll affect your favorite team.
Wi ll iams (Raiders) or
Each franchise will be required to
Eric Johnson (49ers)
leave five players "unprotected" ·and
are available, this is
the week to pick them
available for the Texans to draft. There
are specific rules about who can be
up for a bye week
made available: I) no kickers, punters,
start.
or longsnappers, 2) only one I 0 plus
4th Dow n: To quote
year veterans, and 3) only one injured
the Clash, "Should I
stay or should I go?"
reserve player from the current year
We examine who to
who must be expected back next seastart and who to
son.
bench for week I 0 of
After the Texans select one of a
the NFL season.
squad's five unprotected players, the
Hot: Quarterbackexisting team wi ll have the option to
Jake
P lummerthen pull one of their four remainin€:
players out of the draft. Likewise, after
"The Snake" will look
like Joe Montana, fo r
a second player from a team is chosen,
one week: 280 yards
they will have the option to pull out the
and three touchlast two. All teams have the option to
downs.
leave all five available for the entire
Running
back
draft, hoping that they will a ll be
Terrell Davis- The
selected, which would likely only hapoft injured running
pen if the franchi se were looking to
back wi ll have every
pare some salary from their cap. If you
120
opportunity:
no longer want some useless scrub eatyards and one touching away at your favorite team's sa lary
down.
cap, hope that the Texans see him difWide receiverferen tly because most of these players
Joe Horn-His prothat will be available resemble baseball
duction will increase
itself-washed up.
as the playoffs creep
2nd Down : The Trends. Fantasy
closer: II 0 yards and
football is an entire subculture of soc ione
touchdown.
ety with its own laws and nuances. One
Tight end- David
of these idiosyncrasies is the weekly
Sloan-Not many of
"cheat sheet." Numerous Web sites
the Lions' weapons
dole out advice li ke it's going out of
are healthy: 80 yards
style, and some fantasy football players
and one touchdown.
listen to this advice as if it were the
Kicker-Morton
fi nal word or akin to gospel. If a fantaAnderson- He
is
sy owner cannot decide between two
a
utomatic,
assuming
starters due to defensive match-ups,
For one week at least, Jake Plummer will live up to his
the kick is under 40
than cheat sheets can indeed be a helpyards: three extra
ful guide, but remember that football is billing as the next Joe Montana.

By Jacob Delahaut

points and two field goals.
Cold : Qua rte rba c k - Vinny
Testaverde-The Chad Pennington
watch begins: 130 yards and no touchdowns.
Running back- Antowain SmithPatriots' offense will show their true
colors: 30 yards and no touchdowns.
Wid e receiver-Oronde GadsdenDolphins' passing game misses Dan
Marino: 20 yards and no touchdowns.
Tight end-Marcus PollardColts' offense is forcing throws to their
wide receivers: 30 yards and no touchdowns.
Kicker-Mike Hollis-Steelers'
defense (not the Ravens) is the best in
the NFL: one extra point and one field
goal.

The question of the week
"Is trading necessary to win in fantasy football?"- Tom R., Chicago,
Ill.
JD: Trading is not a bsol utely
necessary, but it is an option.
First, it depends on the size of
your league. In an eight team
league there is rarely a great deal
of trading because owners can
always find decent players on the
waiver wire. The more teams, the
more often trades will make
sense. However, trading in any
size league can be as useful a tool
in building a team as it can be in
destroying a fantasy squad . The
value in trading only occurs if
your franchise gets the better portion of a trade.
In most leagues, half of the
owners fall into the "active" cate·
gory, and the other half fa ll into
the "comatose" category. No matter which category you fa ll into,
yo u must be receptive to trading.
Unless you draft the perfect team,
get incredibly luck:)', and avoid
injuries, a fantasy team will
always need improv ing. Trading
is just one way of doing it.

season?
0

Experts say Bears' fast start will end in disappointment
Giants and New Orleans Saints.
and the) 'II struggle with com plicated offenses like the St. Louis
Rams:· Brown said. "It looks
like it will be a first round ex it.'"
Russe ll think s the Bears have a
good ~hot at mak ing the playoffs.
and \\On 't rule out a possible
'iupcr 13owl run.
" Do I envision them going to
the Super l3ow/? No:· Russell
said. " Is it poss ible? Yes. They
mu ~t have home-field advan tage
to move on. It 's verv difficult to
win on the road in Januan in bad
weather. especiall y when .)OUare
a young team...
flears fa ns are enjoying the
unexpected ride the team has
taken them on during the fi rst
eight games of the season. Most
cxpcns picked the Bears to be at
the bottom of the NFCs Central
Division, which makes this year
all the more special.
"If thi s is a dream,.. sa id Bear
season ticket holder Tony

By Scott Venci
Sports Editor
After t\-..·o miracle\\ ins in a row

and a defen•e that is one of the
he'it in the ~F L. Chicago is -;ta n ing to cmhrnce the concept that
th i-; JUSt might be the Ileal' · year.
After ' trugg ling for much of the
1990<. the Ilea" .tre ofT to their
bc~ t ~l n rt in ) care;;, thanks in part
to a dutch dcfcn'-'C and a h iL! contnhution fro m roo k1 e ru~111 ing
hack i\nthom Thomas.
While the 'exc iting >ta n to the
' ca:.on has fa n' talking Super
flo" I. some arc a hit , ~ e pt i ca l
a bout the team.
''The 13ea" "an is ccnainl )
impressive. but just keep in mind
that they were thoroughly outplayed for three-and-a-half quarters bv San Francisco. and then
took advantage o f some injuries
and the fact that they didn't gi ve
up ... said Sponing News
Radio ta lk show host
Chris Russell. "Against
C le veland. the v were
outplayed again. for 59
minutes and 30 seconds.
and came from behind.
rh c\ ' ve earned their
<;tart. hut the' ha' c to

the nickname given the 235pound running back. " I loved
him in college [at Michigan]
when everybody said he did not
have breakaway speed. He 's just
a darn good player.''
·'The good thi ng about
Thomas." Brown said, "is that he
has great running back instincts
and he ·s coachable."
Despite the great start Thomas
has had, Brown isn 't ready to
send him to Canton just yet.
"1-le"s had a nice three games,
but that doesn't make a career:·
he said. " Even Rashan Salaam
had a decent stan but of course a
terrible fini sh."
While Thomas has been a
bri ght spot, the rest of the offense
has had some problems. The
Bears lost receiver Marcus
Robinson for the year, and their
quarterback situation has been
muddled since the beginning of
the season. Shane Matthews was
named the starter out of training
camp, but struggled
earl y on and was
replaced by Jim
Miller. Mi ller provided a spark to the
offense initially, but
got injured. and
Matthews again took
over.
though Miller
Capecci is Even
now back. the
team ma> still lack
the quarterback necessary to make a
se ri ous postseason
run. Not so fast says Russell.
"I keep telling my audience that
this is not a quanerback league.
You wi n with an effic ient quarterba ck who can make some
pla)S and doesn"t kill you with
turnovers. You must have a very
good running back. o!Tensive line
and det'cnsive unit to do this nnd
the Bears do. There isn"t anybody that cnn win like the Rums
did u couple of years buck. It"s
too cusy to defend."
Brown isn"t u big fan of Miller
ns n stant•r.
"The problem with him is that
his immobility nnd his poor decisions cun cost th<' Beurs ngninst u
tcum with n decent puss msh. Just
look at th•• 49.-rs l!tunc when he
wns 5- 161ilr 67 ynrds."
Whether or not the Bcnrs lin!
fnr rcnl. lucnl cstublishm~nts
hnvc hcnctitcd fro m the hot
sturt. Sporti nt~nppurt l stores tlrt
hnvin~ n hurd time kcepitll!
itcms 111 stock. 11nd nccordit'l! to
nuuu111l'r Kllren O@cm of lh\1
Sports Authority on F'ulle.rtt\n,
thdr store is dt'lhll! "vtr w~ll.''

"lfthis is a dream, I don't

s tart pl aying be tter fonthal l earh in l.! .lllll.' ~.
I he ir hoi '!reak isn' t
!!n ing to Ja c;; t if t he ~

ever want to wake up."

-Season-ticket holder Tony

don 't."
Pet er llro\\ n. Ru'>ell',
co lkaguc at the ..,ta tion. ec hoed

the sentiment.
"'>n mc o f it ha' been lu c ~. and
some of it is se lf-made:· Hr0\\ 11
'aid. "The danger is whether thi s
team is gon~J enough h > win C\o cn
when the luck runs out. I think
the hook is >ti ll nut on that. The
gnnd news i' that their schedule
' cts them up to qualify li>r the
playo/Ts because it is quite soli."
The remaini ng ' chcdulc docs
>Ce lli to he favnrahlc. l'hc Bears
ha ve two game s against the
' tnl!.•a; ling Detroit Lions (0· 7 as
o f Nov. 9) and ha ve the
Minne sota
Viki ngs
and
Washin\(ton Kedskins sti ll Jell lo
play. II they win three out of
those four ga mes a distinct pos•ihility they should he well on
Iheir way In their Jirst postsensnn
•ince /994.
"llarri ng 1111 injury. lhcy will
alnu >SI cerltli nly mnkl' lhe pluyolls nl I 11· 6." llrnwn '~ lid .
II mi11h1 he 11 dilli.·rent st<•ry
lllll'C they 11ct lhcrl·, t/H'II!Ih.
"They Wllll ' l bent the '-''"'"
dcl'cnscs like lhc New Y<•rk

Capccci. " / don't C\ ~ r " ant to
wake up ."
" It's been n lon1! timl.! -.i ncc we
h.1d a Bears tean1 that we can
actuallv chc<·r for." <aid tim Jim
l'rimn:ms.
" We haw had a prett\ easy
.;(hcdulc to stan the SL'asnn. but I
th i n~ the defense is Jl>r rt•al. And
you haw to love Ant hon y
l'homas. I k's the next stud of the
NFL. lie's the total package. I k
can catch oul of the backfield
and he can run over people."
While the l:lcnrs ' o ll'cnsc hns
been inconsistent for much nf the
year. they tinmd a spark in n lnt·k·
luster runni ng gnm e with
Thomas. A Jl er playing spnringly
/( >r tht· first fi ve gam•·s of tht• Sl'llson, he ··nme nil' th<· h<·nch Oct.
2 1 in 11 gnmc against tht•
Ci ndnnnti Ocnl!nls' uml rn~ht•d
lc1r I R~ yards , n Belli' ron~ic
record. Thomns hns ulrcmly
hccnmc n lilvorito uf B•·nrs tims,
1111d II nightmnrc for li~IJXIIICIII S.
"The A-'l'rnin lm•ks hkc the rcnl
denl." Russe ll ~uid. rcfcrrinl! to

Phuloo IJOIIIIeoy pi M Speii<JOI Ole()(\~"ll. slrll.lt<fn J C•!"f11

Left: Jamtl Alltn IUIWtrl llnl' pray.rt WI h HI Mary CMCh.

